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THE EARLY HOVELS

• A" Ŵhere' are the important essays and volumes that 
Faulkner8 s talent would lave Inspired in any other Gauntry?” 
Henri M0 Peyre asked in a erltieal symposium held at Johns 
Hepklns University in 1948» Peyre■is justified in posing
stioh a quest ion o Until very reeentiy William Faulkner > an- 
thor of eighteen volumes of prose and verse9 was ignored by 
nearly" all the major critics- and was misunderstood' by those ' 
who did consider him worth treating0 In 1934s Harry Hart- 
wick placed, .him' (even after such .a remarkable book as The 
Sound and the Fury) in" the : tradition.' of Ambrose Bleroe and 
other horror writerse Some critics still believe that
Faulkner5 s chief -virtue"(or 'def edt} is his treatment of hor
ror as such« George Harion G’'Donnell was one of the first - 
major critics to treat him as an important writer and to

. , '  ' . v . ' . .■ 1  • • -: 3
show he was more/than a realist, more than a hprrbr/Witere

Henri Ma Peyre, !8The Criticism of Con temporary Writing.t A French View,.Lectures in Grltloism. {Hew York: 
pantheon 'Books, : 1949)^ ^ ' /  ̂.... " ' / ;.

' ? Harry Hartwick,: The Foreground of American Fiction 
W York: American Book Go o/ 1934)s p<
3 George Marion OrDonnell5, "Faulkner8 s Mythology s

The,:Kenyoh Heview, I .{Autumn, 19395 »..• 285-299o: / : ;v -



O’-Donneil9 I believe, carried-; his conclusions /coo far; and 
his essay suffers when he states that all the novels depict 

. the conf1lot; between the Sartenis hfamilv9 representing hu
manism 3 and the Snopes clans representing naturalism. The 
essay s'■ however s do es lead- the "r eader to a re -examination , of 
Faulkner's works, and it deserves an important place in any 
dispussion of the development of Faulkner as a hovelist„
Ibis idea of re-examination is an important one; for it 
clears up the false idea that Faulkner is merely a, sensation
al writer Who, depends on 'horror and repression for his mean
ing and effects o ;Malcolm, Oowley says of this second reading

... o most of these nightmares retain their power 
to shook, but at-the same time they merge a 
little into the backgroundg as if they wete the 
natural product of the long unbearable Hissis- ; v 
'sippi summers; as if they were thunder showers \ ' 
brewed in the windless heat. We pay less at- ■ ' 
tention to the horrors as such, and more to the 
old; situation out of which they developed and ; •

' the new disasters it seems to foreshadow.1 „ , ' ; ; ■ -
Peyre undoubtedly would approve of the recognition given 

Faulkner by publication of the Viking Portable edition which 
has introduced his talent to a large audienceo- Hr. Cowley 
has done an excellent job of editing and arranging the con
tents to give a chronological picture of Yoknapatawpha 
County. The publication of such a book is an indication

Halcolm Cowley, "William Faulkner 's Legend of the 
South," The Sewanee- Review, L1I1. ̂ Summer, 1945)3 344.

2 Malcolm Cowley, editor 9 The Portable Faulkner (New 
York: The Viking Press, 1946), 7 5 6  pp.

* ? *



that Fahhkner’s critical standing is’ being raised0 ; One ; : 
wants to say 9 :if It’s about time it* Faulkner’s performance has 
been unequaled in his generation; not only has he created a 
mythical Mississippi dounty that :for reality riyals any ac
tual county, but also he has populated it with lifelike char
acters " ■ :/ ' '

'"y/V-.'Tfre. obscurity of Faulkner ’s works seems to hare both
ered a number of would-be readers., The novels require that 
the reader follow closely, that he be willing to wait until 
Faulkner chooses to gife certain elements necessary to under
standing; but once the reader finishes a book, he can readily 
See that all the pieces fit and the pattern which seemed y 
obscure is really not obscure at all, but clear and logical.
A better understanding of this method will be rereaied when 
we; come:to/the.discussion;of one of Faulkner’s most experi™ . . 
mental, and yet most successful9 books, The Sound and the : 
Fury. I do not mean to imply that Faulkner is easy reading. 
But, I / do: insist .that .'the difficulty attending- some of/, his ; k 
technical innovations is rewarded by a meaningful picture at 
once both haunting:and grimly beautiful, •
/■ , Faulkner8s work does not fit into a simple pattern. - v/ 
He is a realist, but he is also a symbolist. He writes in 
a language both rich and eloquent, but he also transcribes

-L/William Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury and As I • 
Lay Hying .(New Yorks The Modern Library, 1946), '532 pp."



tlie speech- of.- the poor white. To simplify his work into a • 
basic coiWllht; hetweeh - the Sartorises and the Snopeses is 
to. limit the reader Ss approach. The contemporary, critic had ' 
best restrict himshlf.to a study of the individual novels; 
he may note- similarities, tendencies j, changes in theme, 
structure and style; but any over-all judgment■should be 
considered-tempdraryi - - < - ' - . /i.'. ■ v ..

In this study individual analyses of Faulkner's twelve 
-novels', iir: prder.; Of; '-their publi cat ion,'. are presented. The 
short stories have been purposely excluded in order that all 
effort could:be. concentrated on the novels. The short . 
stories contributed to Faulkner's development as novelist, ; 
but an evaluatioh of these stories, would be a study in it
self. Particularly, noteworthy-rin Faulkner' s ; work: is his 
pattern of experimentation. In his early work his technical, 
innovations are not always suited to the content. . His pro
gressive mastery in his, later works' of these 'early experi- . 
ments may be noted. In thematic development his writings . 
'.have taken a rather 'divergent course. - His early .concern 
with man's being•overrun by the machine is still with him:■ 
in the later novels. but it is now placed in better perspec- 
t'lve with the main -themas. : In, all his books-, either by 
implication or direct statement, are expressions of his 
anxiety over thê  luck,of Dhrist ian values in the modern 
world. All :have some discussion of the Negro and his place 
in Southern society. ■In The Sound and the Fury.Dilsey, ^



: ■■ :a; HegrOg:' emerges as the only true"'Ohristian. Sauetuary pro- : 
Tides a d© script ion of the lynching of a Negro »■: Miseegena- •, ' ' : ' • . , . ‘ : \ ' 2

tion causes the ruin of Thomas Sutpen in Absalom. Absalom!. 
T’aulkner8s latest novel, Intruder in the Dust$ marks a turn
ing point in his work in which he takes a more direct concern 
with. the soq 1 olpgi cal diff 1 cult iesof the South. ;' : '

In all the hooks Faulkner is daring in his approach to ..... 
both theme and structure„ He realises the hopeless complexity 
of man and- his civilization, and knows that one distorts the 
picture when he attempts a simple solution„ There: are sur- 
 ̂face.blemishes in much'of his work, but he has,attempted so .
much and failed in so little that one can readily forgive 

. them. , ; ' . . : . ■ ■.

. '; ;  ̂ - Soldiers8 Hay: • ■■■■ ..v,' .. v ,

. ■ Soldiers8 Hay, published in 1926 , deserves our atten
tion̂  even though it is hot entirely successful, because it 
is Faulkner’s first novel and it gives certain clues to the 
'themea:. used In His Tater work« . There are too many flour
ishes of Southern rhetoric, too many ironies that, because

1 William T’aulkner, Sanctuary (New York: The Mojiern 
Library, 1932), >80 pp0

 ̂'William Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom8 (New York? Random 
House, 1936)» 38h ppo : , . ' . ■ g.:. ..; :' , ;V';v \ '

3 William Faulkner, Intruder in the Dust '(New York:
Random House,. 1948), 247 pp* -

. : ̂  ilTliam Faulkner, Soldiers8 Pay (New York? Horace
Llverlght , 1926 );, 319 pp t . : • ' /



of obviousness» fail to be as biting as they might, be; and 
the sentimentality of some of the oharaeters gets /on. one’s 
nerves*: At the same .time-'it is ̂ a promising' first novel
with some good individual scenes»

It is a war novel only in the sense that the war has 
provided certain neuroses for the characters'; the protest 
against the war:;' however, ,is not entirely successful0 ' The 
story centers about the return of an aviator, Donald Mahon, 
from the First World ;War to. :ihis' home in Georgia. , Mahon is 
badly wounded, a :deep soar on his face being a symbol of 
his physical and mentai injuriesWe are not immediately 
introduced to Mahon; Faulkner opens.the book with a Scene 
in which three/other soldiers are riding a- train home» 
Drinking heavily, they complain about their treatment re
ceived at the hands.of the conductor„ A scene in which one 
of. the three becomes :angry with the conductor and threatens 
to jump from the train is illustrative of the comic ele- . 
ment 0 He picks up a piece of luggage and. throws it out the 
window* . ’’Hey!; .That was mine you throwed out I ” another . ' 
yells, . ’’Well, ain ’t you going to get‘ off with us?” Joe 
Q-illigan asks* Then the other decides to jump from the 
moving train to retrieve the ■ bag« Cadet Lowethe third 
soldier ,, and Gliligan help him to the window: . ' -

’’My G-od,” repeated the conductor, returning 
at a heavy gallop* He leaned across Lowe’s 
shoulder and caught the man’s leg. The man, with 

' ■ : his head and torso through the window, swayed .
' . lax and sodden as a. meal''sack. ■ Taphank ' ; '



; (G-illigan) pushed Lowe aside and tried to break 
. the .conductor5s grip on the other’s leg. .

"Let him be* 1 don't believe he’ll jump*”
"But good God;, soldier, I can’t take any : - • . 

chanceso 'Look outj soldierj Pull him back: here."I ; , .. '
It is. a gyirn. comedy, approaching, tragedy; and no one has - 
caught the irresponsibility of the. returning soldier better 
.than Faulkner in these first scenes,. . At the next.stop. the .' 
soldiers are put off the train= The central conflict has 
yet to be introducedo / — U;.

drilligan and Lowe lose the other soldier and depart on 
.another train; it is on this'journey that they meet Donald 
Mahon, and later Mrs. Bowers, whose husband has been killed 
.in 1 the1 wart • ■ $$rs <; Bowers 'has .sympathy for Mahon, and she' :; • 
and G-illigan decide to accompany him to his hornet Because 
Donald has - been- reported killed,; his .father is quite sur
prised to hear that he is alive„ Cecily Saunders3 Donald’s 
fianceeis even more surprised, She has been seeing a ' ' 
number of meni and; regrets hert engagement to Donald0 When 
he returnsshe is so. shocked, by the terrible sear that she 
runs from the room. M r s a Powers feared that Cecily would 
act ..in. this mahner. , The story (revolyes about '.a.-triangle- ■ 
situation among Donald, Mis. Powers, and Cecily. Cecily’s

■ 1 Soldiers’ ;Pay, pp. 12, 15. v •



only interest in Donald Is to keep him from 'Mrs, Powers. 
Donald is a nentral flgnre who seems to understand nothlng- 
of the situation, Growing weaker both physically and men
tally s he loses comprehension of the things surrounding 
him, finally becoming blind„1 His father clings to the hope 
that Cecily would be a "fine tonic for Donald’s recovery; 
but at last even he realizes that Donald will die shortly. 
The curious, tragic situation in the novels the strange 
theme, is that Donald should not have returned at all; he 
is a relic of:the war. The tragedy of the war was not that 
it was. brutal, * but that it did not , complete its task of 
destructiono Just as the returned soldiers were out of 
piece on the' train, on ̂a/different /plane froa- the' rest of 
the passengers, expecting privileges yet refusing to ob
serve the conventions of society, so is Donald out of place 
in his father ’S irectoryo .' /Perhaps this is Faulkner9 s chief 
complaint against warj it dislodges persons and traditions 
that can never be fitted into the pattern again,

George: Marion O’Donnell believes that Doctor Mahon, 
Donald’s father, represents the tradition and order of the
Sartoris clan,.while Cecily represents the.dehumanized
: til:- :' 'V'l'V.'v ■ . i.iii' ' ■Snopes clan. This is carrying the interpretation a bit
too far, I believe o Doctor Mahon hardly emerges sharply

1 O’Donnell, op, cit,, p, 288,



enough• to represent a tradition0- Cecily does have some 
ethical concern; the Snopeses usually have none. After she 
has heen seduced by George 1'arr, she tells Donald's father 
that she cannot marry his son, ; Yet her inclination toward 
.evil j her love of. motor-car masculinity her desire to 
escape responsibility might place her in the Snopes cate
gory, ■ ".'I:'- ; '

Characterization in the novel hardly:aehieves lifelike 
proportions« ' Donald Mahon remains a vague, rather con
fused individual who should have been more clearly defined. 
Doctor Ifejipn is drawn in about the same manner, \ Mrs, Powers, 
on the other hand, is overdrawn. She is sentimental, even • 
though at first her hard-boiled attitude might make one 
think her a realist. She seems a little false but .Paulk- 
ner, I believe, intended her to be sincere, Cecily is that 
iboyish$': thln-breasted; creatnre that ISvto' characterize:
Faulkner’a females in later novels— particularly Patricia

■ h A  . .. : . .. . ': xin Mosquitoes; even parts'of the same description are used, 
Geismar/noting the,similarity between Cecily and Patricia, ' 
believes this type of woman, the F, Scott Fitzgerald image 
of the jazz age„ the; age of woman’ s emancipation, may be / 
one of Faulkner * s;ma jor themes, Gelsmarts conception

/ X William Faulkner , Mosquitoes (New York j Avon : . ;
Pocketsize Books 9 1927), 349 pp, '

2 Harwell Geismar, Writers ih"Crisis (Boston? Houghton 
mfflin Co,, 1942},- p, 149, • • ■ . / ; .
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ties in with., Faulkner * s belief that some released forces 
should have been kept in control„ I am thinking particu
larly of the,Negro in the South after the Civil War, who, 
lacking security, groped for his place in society and$, 
failing 5 extended his hand to its rape which the Snopeses 
and the ma.chine attempted to perform„ Cecily seems, to rep
resent this - idea somewhat ; but G-eorge Farr would be a bet
ter representative„ He is obsessed with Cecily$ has no 
sense of her duty toward Mahons no sense of responsibility 
that he and society should care for one of its soldierso 
. Howeverin' the ordinary sense George is not a. stupid in- ' 
dividual«, Giliigan says he loves Mrs „ Power s •■ and; tries 
to convince her that she should, marry .hinio ,■ A strange kind 
of love,: it' seems -'iiiOre'' a, brother-sister relationship than 
anything else. There could be a tragedy here;;perhaps 
Faulkner even intends onev If ;,:,sol. it does not succeed; one 

• • does not; feel: particularly sorry that Mrs. Powers marries
Ifahon instead of .Giliigano One does wonder, however, just 
. why Mce', Powers f elt - she Must' marry Mahon „ She do es not ;'t 
have a true love for him; it is really a mother's love6 

She pities him;and. wants-, to protect; him from Cecily<, Their 
marriage-might be a last'attempt to re-establish Mahon in - 
the society from which* by. wounds and, war, he has been 
■ estranged = ■ -But;' 3  ̂ this is reading too much into the ;. ;
. story; and too, Mrs = Powers,, would be a rather strange, repre 
sentatiye of society*
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0 Qdê lyiiig the ja&in aotlbn in the story are the cavort- ' 
ings of a charaeter named Jannarius Jones = He is a oomie 
personality$ continually engaged in the ohase, after #eeily - - 
at first, later after liamy,' the maida He is fat 3 overly fat s 
sloppy in dress and manners. The irony that Faulkner uses 
in portraying iTones is one of the - best things in the book.
Jones is ridicnions from the moment we first see him when 
he is foreed to don a pair: of•'.the-Doetore s trousers because : - 
he has spilled:water on his* His attempts to catch Smmy are •• 
in the comic realm too. And yet„ inherent in his actions„ 
is his power for evil, emphasized by the deception of.his ap
pearance. •: ■
. This first novel, if It contains some of the virtues of 

:Faulkner8s work, also contains some of the defects .that 
, plague many - :ot' hi s:; books., I. have already mentioned his ; 
stream of rhetoric; in some passages he reminds one of Thomas, 
Wolfe^s worst writing. Maybe it is a plague Southern writ
ers cannot escape. But this rhetoric does not completely 
dominate the novel; it is nots as one critic said it was,
* one "long purple passage.” Faulkner catches the lazy after
noon life of the small Georgia town in this scene:

/ : Monotonous 'wagons drawn by, long--eared '■ ■ :
tbeasts. chawled past. Negroes humped with sleep, "' 
portentous; upon each wagon and in the wagon bed / 
itself sat other negroes upon chairs: a. pagan, 
catafalque, under the afternoon. Rigid, as; though 

:y . carved In.lgypt ten thdusknd .years ago. S l o w s . : .
': - .dust rising veiled .their{passings,like Time; the 

necks of mules limber as rubber hose swayed
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ttieir heaLda :froia side to side j looking 'behind' ■. 
them always of- - ' . . f.i ;; /

Trequently he can be quite guilty of using the purple .pas
sages:: . ' . ■ ■ . : : ' ■ ' v

Jones released the fragile writhing.of 
her fingers, and she sped delicately over the 
damp grasso He followed her fatly and she put 
her.hands on the door of the car} her narrow , 1 

nepvdus hands, between which the green fan ' ■ ’. splashed graciously,,2
Here we have not only the representative purple passage char
acterized by the clumsy alliteration "fragile", fingers, ,fdl- 
"lowed ,, f fatly ? n but . we have: also a distortion of meaning0 , 
Hoes one speed "delicately^? "Bplashed" might be excused, 
but fhe use; of the adverb "graciously" cannot0 But if this 
stream of words is a major fault when it becomes incoherent, 
it is one of Faulknere s virtues when meaning accompanies the 
flowo I have already quoted one passage; there are many in 
all his books„ The exceptionss the purple passages that one 
does find, are really'surface'blemishes and- not/much more. : 
They do hinder the reader and make him a little disgusted at 
times; but this" floating of gracious .Words does set a mood 
from the beginning pages offhis novels, and this mood never 
leaves until the reading of the book is completed. •

The mood in Soldiers* Pay is futility, accompanied by

"L Soldiers' Pay, p. 151.
u v ;2 ;:5Mi» r;';P«; 233 V, ' . : t " ;. :.
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some oomle stretolies that, while relaxing the tension a bit 
on the surfaee^ nonetheless heighten the tragie.undertone0 

We laugh at the antics of Januarius Jones, but at the same 
time these ahties are themselves an expression of futility0 :
One oam make top mueh of this futility, as some orities have 
:done' when they;interpret'Faulkner? s attitude as one of utter 
hopelessness, Suoh is not the case at all; futility is the 
result only where tradition is broken, where individuals are 
released from family ties,. This matter of the family is one 
of deep concern to Faulkner, It is prevalent in all his 
worksi the father-daughter relationship between Cecily and 
her father in Soldiers’ Fay, the brother-sister relationship 
between Josh and Patricia in Mosquitoes, and between War-, ; . T  • . ' I : "
cissa and Horace in Sartoris.

His first novel., then, is important not in itself, but 
in its clues to Faulkner’s future development. It intro
duces his themes, his: command of language, and. a little of 
his comedy. It does hot give Us much of a forecast of the 
technical experiments he is to try later; but even here there 
is a changing point of view and the device of delayed:intro
duction of the central:figure.

-L William Faulkner, Sartor is (London t Ghat to & Windus, 
1932), 380 pp. : .
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. ' Mosquitoes ' .. ' -

; : Mosquitoes eould easily’ fit;Into the category of "first
novelson It is an immature philosophical novel, a protests 
anl expose s;;an̂ attempt at satire, and a study of: futility0 

Faulkner: wrote it after he had been exposed to the New Or
leans literary crowd while he was staying with .Sherwood :• • .
Anderson in that city,, The novel is a failure<, There are 
many reasons,.but probably the basie ;one is . given by George %.
jfeLrion O’Donnell who says, ??He is primarily a myth-makerf and -

, v; . ■■■ ■ " I ' t ' ' i  ̂ - '
•there can be no such thing as a satiric myth„” But if the
book fails as a whole/ there'are some scenes that show a good
deal of promiseo Too, it is interesting to note Faulkner's
continuing-absorption:, in isuch theffleS: as •the destruction ,
wrought by the machine age and the effects of the loss of
tradition. : b--g • - ' /f- : - .

. The story concerns a yachting party which Mrs. Maurier, 
local patron of the arts, gives for a group of her friends„ 
Among them are FairChild, a novelist; Gordon, a sculptor;
Mark, a poet; and Mr. Talliaferro, a salesman in ladles’ 
ready-to-wear. They discuss art, love, various philosophical 
and business schemes, and drink a lot„ There are attempts at 
comedy, but the comedy is never quite realized. :The Fnglishi '
• man aboard, for example, is constantly dreaming of ways of . .

1  O’Donnell; Op. cit., p. 296.
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getting rich by selling laxatives to Americans„ Essentially 
this'Is a comic situation, but the: intended satire fails„

In .this sophisticated realm Faulkner is not at all at 
home; many, of the scenes are even painful to read „ -. Onrious- 
to notej however, is the fact that even though the eharac- ■ 
ters. never quite come to life, they are not merely the toys 
of society such as are some of Sinclair' Lewis? s people« 
Faulkner ’s characters bring disaster: upon themselves, aided 
of course>:by the machine- age and their Snopes type of inher
itance o They place themselves in ridiculous circumstances 0 
Gordon,'for example, knew that he would be bored: ahd wanted 
to stay at home and worko; But he also knew the trip would’ 
save him the cost gf his meals' for a few .days „ Patricia, the 
boyish replica , of Cecily In/goldlers8: Pay, gets . into hopeless 
difficulties but Patricia, not society, is to blame. Per
haps- this is one reason why the hovel failso A bohemian ex» • 
istence depends to a oertdin extent on the willingness of 
the bohemian to blame society fOr his ills„ Faulkner tried,- 
but the traditionalist that he is could not quite make, him^ 
self believe In a bohemia; hence, his story.and characters 
are never’ entirely realistic „ . -y

The painful rush of rhetoric is present again0 "The 
niece spun slowly and slimly on one high heelt the sweet 
young curve.of her :shanks straight and brittle as a ’ :
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: 1  ■ ■ : : = ■ ■/bird o o o on But when;this flow of words Is given the task
of setting a mood by describing the contortionist antics of
the heavy August ; weather In the South, it is quite success
ful o One such scene is the highpoint of Mosquitoes; Patricia, 
■Mrs'. Maurier’s -niece9 and David, the steward, have escaped 
to the swamps but are trapped, by the mosquitoes t

Heat wavered and shimmered above the road 
and the sky was a metallic intolerable bowl and 
the tall pines; in the. windless afternoon exuded 
a thin exhilarating odor of resin and heat ‘ , . 2
Mosquitoes has a good deal of the sentimentality found

in Soldiers9 Pay. One believes it is young Faulkner speaking
through the viewpoint of Fairchild in this scenet "
:v don’t know,” Fairchild said. ^Hot even

the old folks would like to be surrounded by
people making such a drama of existence. And the 
young folks wouldn’t: like it either: young- 
people have so many other things to do/.you know.
I think .... You.see,” Fairchild added like an 
apology, ” 1  believe in young love in the spring,

: ■ and things like ; tt.at.. > I: guess . I ’m a hopeless .
/ s ent imentalist.”!
The tradition being enmeshed and captured by the 'machine 

is again a theme in this novel. It is the yacht that pro
vides the setting for the futility. ■Josh/- Mrs„ Maurier’s 
nephew, is constantly employing his mechanical, skill; he is 
the Bayard of Sartor is, who is fascinated .with cars 'jand'

1  Mosquitoes, p. 19<

2 , p. 190.
3 Ibid., p, 230.
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planeso Patricia represents modern woman’s break with tradi
tion; she is a sexless being;, .wanting to be reckless with her 
'love,/yet incapable of real love« She cannot :give' herself / • 
to David o That would be e. stirrender of freedom; she would 
become Qprdon! s statue, the boy-like bust of a woman, ”.= „ 0 a •
virgin with no legs rG-ordon says] to leave me, no arms to
■. ' ' ' -  ; ■■ ■ 1hold me, no head to talk to me„̂  To surrender to David.or 
any, man would be not . only a surrender to him but, also a ' : 
symbolic surrender to tradition, Patricia is essentially of 
the Snopes category., recklessly looking out for her own 
needs, regardless of how these needs conflict with the needs 
of others, Patricia and Josh give us, too, another example . 
of that strange, almost sexual love of brother and sister 
that was the father-daughter love in Soldiers8 Pay, it is a . 
rather tragic love, hopeless by its: very nature. When ' 
Paulknef: is giving ,us glimpses of; this love, he .makes these - ■ 
two live as no other characters in the book do. But even 
Josh and Patricia live only in brief moments, The, rest of 
the time we are conscious of their being caricatures, not , - 
even close to the real bohemians, Even the comic characters 
are rather tadl.y-. d̂ ,â v.-.;:,fhe/'‘portrait,;.of. Mr, Talliaferro, ., 
with his planned exploits of seductions that never come off, 
is slightly amusing, but has none of the depth or comic sig
nificance that flem Snopes, for example; has in The : :‘

1 Mbsqultdes ,,. p, 26,
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That the; Manrler family really lies in the Snopes tra™

v dition is unquestionable „;. Mr« :Wisem#n, the. Semite 3 tells the
story of Mrso Maiirier ’s background',.- informs us that she is
a Northerner: \ 1  . ; •

t?The story is, that her people forced her to 
' marry old Maurier. He had been overseer on a

big place before the.. Oivil War I; He disappeared 
in ’6 3 , and when the war was over he turned up ;

, again riding a horse with a- Union Army cavalry
' . saddle and a hundred thousand dollars in uncut- : ' .

Federal notes for a saddle blanket«, * lord knows 
what the amount really. was, or how he got it , .. . /

. -' but :it was enough to establish hlnio Money0 You; ’
•can’t argue against money; you only protest.”2 ;

:We immediately.associate Mr. Haurler.with the Snopes horse-
traders that we encounter in Faulkner’s other novels„ Young

■ ..Faulkner 'might be .speaking again .. when. Mr.: Wiseman is discuss
ing money. Faulkner seems to have a kind of contempt for a 
.society founded only oh money valuesFaulkner *s attitude 
or money is similar to Mark Twain’s. : Lionel Trilling has 
pointed out.that Twain, while being aware that evil -has al- 

-ways existed, sensed that something of innocence had disap-.
. peared ,in America after the Civil.War. 1 According to Trilling 
; - ”As Mark Twain said; where; formerly ’the people had desired

William Faulkner, The Hamlet (Mew YOrkt Random House, 
1940), 421 pp.;:;, - " : V;:-f . ; - ■
: 2 Mosquitoesp. 323. ■ .  ̂1 : -1
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moneys 9 now 'they 9fall down and worship it, 9 99 The desire 
for money: alone is : a _ kind of symbol . of , the .deeay,.:of • the tradi 
tion0 ■ '• . ' " ... , v ' •; ■
: ■ ; The novel ends ■■-wlthLvMr 0' Talliaferro; going off on , ;
another of his sexual advantures, only to fall again„ He is
impotent $ representative' of the whole bohemian crowd and of
futility* , . . ' , . . '

: . Sartor is ' V

SartoriSj, Faulkner9 s third published book, seems almost 
a mutation* True, his earlier novels did show some signs of 
promise.,, • but nothing to indicate that such an. excellent book 
would come next. It is easy, however, to understand why 
SariOris. Is so much better than the two earlier novels. He
had naturally learned much from his writing of the other two,
but the primary reason for the emergence of his true talent 
in Sarioris is that, he finally settled down to telling the 
story of the South, the story-he knew best: the battle be=*
tween the tradition , representing humanism, and the -Snopeses9 

anti-tradition,.representing a kind of naturalism. He re
kindled memories of the Civil War and its bitter days of re 
eonstruetioh, a re const r.uet ion that had not been completed 
even after a lapse of sixty years and a world war. The

’ i Lionel Trilling. The Liberal ImagIration (New fork:
The Viking Press, 1950), p. 114=
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society that was disorganized, burdened by tradition,-in- 
eurabiy ill-equipped to handle its problems after the Oivil 
War because of the poverty of the land itself was still dis- 
orgatiized' and hurdenedy ;Bo'dlety af ter the First World War . 
had the additional problem of the machine, a leveler of tra
dition, the automobile and airplane in particular, it is 
this deep, tragic portrait of the South that we get in ■ 
SartoriSo : . ■ - ' ■ . -
. ' - Sartpris -vis' the -first ■novel to .deal with the Sartor is ■ 
elan and to introduce us to the Snopeses, and I think it 
necessary here to go into a rather.extensive.discussion of 
the plot of the novel„ Young Bayard. Sartoris, an aviator in 
the First World War:(the aviation.theme again) returns to 
the Sartoris home • just outside of Jefferson, Mississippi^in 
Toknapatawpha County (this is the first of the Toknapatawpha 
series}« Bis grandfather lives there, Old Bayard Sartoris,
the youngster in Fhe Bnvanqulshed, which is the Civil War
, . : , : ' , v " V 1 .. - ■ , ;;
story of the Sartoriseso ' Aunt Jenny also lives at the 
house as do the servants: Simon, who has been With-the Sar
torises. since Old. Bayard was born; Caspey, a returning sol
dier who thinks the black will now come into his own because 
the white folks have learned that they cannot get along 
without the Eegro in time of war; and Elnora, who is Simon’s

1 William Faulkner, The Unvanquished (Mew York: Random 
House, 1938)» 293 pp. . , . - k
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wife, Bayard comes home3 bitterly disillusioned .about the 
war. His twin brother, John,-has been killed overseas in a 
.dog-f ight' with' the ’ Germans. The death of his brother haunt s ' 
him. ; 1 ; '' • : .  ̂ : ..

The main plot of the novel is the capture of Bayard by 
the: machine, the automobile^ first and the airplane' later, 
Bayard buys a ’ear that will satisfy his desire for speed.
At first Old Bayard will have nothing to do with the ear, 
but eventually he too begins’' to enjoy the rides. Aunt Jenny 
is sold on the oar immediately; and of course Isom, the young 
Negro lad,: idolizes the automobile. Nareissa Benbow,- whose 
brother- Horace has served in the- YMCA corps, falls, in love . 
with Bayard and marries him. When an automobile accident 
occurs and Old Bayard is killed,' young Bayard leaves Missis-., 
sippi, takes trips even to Bouth America,: eventually’ ends 
up in a bar. An aircraft builder persuades him to test-fly 
an experimental plane with flapping wings. As Bayard makes • 
the preparations for. the flight, One senses that he knows 
it will be a failure, will somehow end in his death. Bayard 
seems to accept it, everi wants it. When Aunt Jenny hears 
of the accident, she cannot even console .Nareissa about her 
new-born child. Aunt Jenny says that he will be doomed like 
all the: other. Bartorises, - .. . '■ Iv;''' . . . -
.. . . One of the sub-plots introduces us to one of the 

Snopes clan. He is Byron, who has worked his way into Old 
Bayard*s bank. He.’writes love notes tor Nareissa. Fearing ■
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dtseovery, he f inally .leaves town„ The other sub-plots may 
be listed briefly: the love affair between Horaee Benbow
and Belle Mitehell ♦: Simon e:s dlff lenities '-with the church; .. 
the battle between the young, scientific Dr, Alford and the 

: .old, intuitIve Dr, Peabody„ 'All .of these minor ■ Inci'dents 
■ add atmosphere to the novel and enrich the major theme,

The characters in Sartoris are credible; one knows 
" them; they are alive, even from/the beginning pages. What 
could be better to start a Southern novel than to have Old 
Man Balls come; to: visl|;;:SldiBayard :Sartoris :at ;:the'':''Sarto,ris 
bank, bringing a pipe that belonged to John Sartoris, Cap
tain John in the Civil ;#ar ,;;srho built;, the railroad that; runs 
through Jefferson;, ' At once we • are cognizant- of the present 
realities and at the; same time conscious of the deep tradi
tion' that ■■ underl ie s 'the■ ̂ Saf tor i s name» Then ■ the party , the 
afternoon tea party where;,we first meet Miss Jenny and Bar- 

. eissa,, gives us 'a:na.tUhal, ■ se11ing' for the Southern woman. By 
the time, young Bayard arrives on the scene, weValready know 
his history and have a good, idea what kind of person he will 
be, -Here in the character of Bayard, Faulkner succeeds in 
picturing the dlsillusipned warrior as he did not in Sol- 
diersf • Pay, Bayar d': emerge sr- as'' a rat her moody, haunted 
person who, corrupted by the Snopes (naturalism) forces, has 
forsaken the Sartoris traditionBayard is a creature of 
violence, : a person who can passively accept nothing.. The 
immediate cause of Bayardf s despair is the death of - his
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■bretoer John0 All through the hook Bayard is obsessed by 
the ciremns'tances of J"ohn8s death: r''v ; ■

: _ / Be was drwik to e of a foolk ' I tried to. keep
him from going up there s ob that daJm Cam@le You 
oodldti’t see your hand that mori3.1 ng& Air all ftill 
of hanks of el©ud3 and any fool could-la’ known 
that on their side it 8d be full of;Fokkers that 
eould reach twentŷ flire thousand ̂ and him a damn'
Camelo ' But he was hell-=bent on going up there 5,
damn- hear to lille e i ' "  .. .

John?s death is such an obsession with.Bayard that his guilt 
feelings finally resemble actual guilt| Bayard says that it ' 
was he who killed Johrio It is a gmilt feeling quite similar 
to the one that %uehtin has in The Bound and the Furye 
%uentin deems himself so responsible, for Candace’s loss of 
chastity9 finds it so unbelievable and unacceptable that he. 
assumes the guilt and confesses to incest with her9 says he : 
is the father of her ehildo All Of.Faulkner8s books have 
that extreme of relationship between members of the same ; 
familyi sometimes it is a.father^daughter type 9 but most fre
quently it is between brother and sister0 Itoile it is true 
-that there is an immediate cause for Bayard;6 s predicament s ' 
one must not neglect the whole background of causes that lead 
to this9 - SEss Jennys who both loves and hates the Sartorises„ 
tells Nareissa there is something doomed about even the Sartoris■ 
name9 something that insists on violence9 on war» Old John

y Bartoris 9 p0 k5.
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Sartori.Sj tbe true founder of the S art oris dynasty,, per
formed : reoJcless' deeds of heroism in the Qivll War .■, But he : 
lost 'his life, .rather'he seemed to give it away, in an un- 
heroic act ion o '■Old; Bayard, the- operator of the hahh, wad r; 
rather unfortunate according to. Miss lenny:,

„ . 0 having been born, as he had, too late for one 
war and too soon for the next o „ what a joke they 

v had played on him— forbidding him opportunities 
' for swashbuckling and then denying him the privi
lege of being huried "by men, who would have in
vented vainglory for hima,i . ;

Miss Jenny recounts the violent acts of■John and Bayard as 
children, They .fought: if ,:fpr tip other reason. than h  victory 
and glory, not for an ideal= Violence seemed a necessity, 
a 'compulsion;even,, a purifying' force almost. At times, young 
Bayard regards; speed, in the same ■ light as a religious, com
munion , a:clarification or satisfaction of a spiritual neces
sity, ■ . . : ■ . ■■ ; ’•

While Faulkner does succeed in creating in young Bayard 
the 'epitome of the - spiritually castrated warrior, he fails, ; ' 1 

I believe, to give any significance to him. Action (one may 
call it violence] is the stuff of which tragedy is made, but 
action accompanied by nothing.more than an inner compulsion 
for doom is not tragedy at all„ Tragedy requires an illumi
nation of some sort ,: and by this I do not mean that all 
tragedy must follow strict Aristotelian patterns. Bayard

^.Bartoris, p. 374»
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oannot be a tragic hero; he wallows in his defeat„ makes no 
attempt to relegate it to:the past where it belongs, but 
wears It with a stubborn pride/ But perhaps Faulkner had a 
definite reason for creating this mock tragic hero* And I 
believe the reason was precisely thiss that wars without
...Ideals are .lost before they are begun! He is saying, I be- . 
li'eve, that man is so engulfed in his inner tragic compunc
tions that he is hopelessly lost in a modern labyrinth of 
machine overrunning tradition^ of love that is hot love at 
all, of violence accompanied by no meaning« His values have 
been uprooted, the tradition (the Sartorises) is gone, arid 
while man struggles to find the meaning, the machine runs 
faster and faster, the;Hhopeses::crawl maggot-like and unsus- 
pected into society. Much the same as the Sartoris clan, 
modern man,(Faulkner says this only by implication, of course) 
had better grasp a set of values or his fate will be the same 
doom of the Sartorises, ,
; Woven smoothly through the story from the return of • •
Bayard until, his eventual death is the constant concern with 
time, - fime iS: a theme that reaches major proportions in " A
The Sound and the Fury; time is virtually destroyed in 
Absalom, AbsalomI The beginning scenes of the book dealing ; 
with Old.Man Falls’ visit to Bayard are strongly concerned
with time. In One stroke Faulkner gives us a picture of the '■
present Situation Of the Sartorises and at the same time 
engulfs us in the history of Yoknapatawpha County, Old Man,
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Falls recounts the past glories of the Sartorises as if they 
were legends still being lived„ He barely distinguishes be
tween past and presents seems to believe that the total ex
perience is ail tiiat counts and. that chronology is not at all 
importanto In this sense Falls appears to have the novelist5 

point of viewo Faulkner purposely distorts the time se
quence in order to effect a more dramatic portrayal of his 
characters 6 He withholds inf ormat ion, for example ? in hi s 
unfolding of the story of Byron Snopes and his 'love letters 
to Earcissa 5 purposely ieads the reader into new aMrenues 
■ in. order that the eventual discovery (and really one be
lieves' he has discovered a character1when the f inal picture 
emergesJ may be even more impressivet This can be a danger
ous device in the hands of the novice„ But the time se
quence can be convulsed, distorted, and twisted by Faulkner 
with easeo He knows exactly where he is going, and the 
reader who •trusts him finds that when the novels are finished 
all the pieces fit and an accurate chronology may be worked 
onto - Actually, chronology, in the kind of fiction that 
Faulkner is writing, is not as necessary as the expression 
of the total experience of the characters. This distortion 
of the'normal time/sequence has given much concern to would- 
be readerso The method employed in The Sound and the Fury 
is representativet one needs to understand all sections of 
the novel/before all the information necessary is at hand0 

It is a method that, whatever its attendant .difficulties may.



be 5 is richly rewarding? once the book has been completed'.
Some of the references to time that appear in Sartoris 

'are interesting■since they represent, in a way, the progres
sion of the novel„ Early in the book there is a reference 
to "Time and its furniture" concerning young John, who had 
been' killed before becoming too entangled in time* Later 
we;find this/significant;statementt\: :■ • ' : ' '

V .Old, .Bayard sat for a .long; time, regarding the 
stark/dissolving apotheosis ef the name.: Sar- ; '
torlses had derided Time, but Time was not vin- 

. . .. diptive., being: longer than’ Sartprises* , .And ' 
probably unaware of them. But it was. a. good ges- 

_ . ture., anyway, v . -, . ' ,i: ' '■ V :• ;
• "In the nineteenth century,"John Sartoris

said', "genealogy is poppycock, Particularly in 
\ ?ijhmerl.eâ  where, only what a man takes and keeps '

has any.significanee and where all of us have a
: common ancestry and the only house from which, we
.: '' ' can claim 'descent; :With;;any assurance is Old

Bailey, Yet the man who professes to care noth
ing about his forhears is only a little less 
vain than the; man who bases all his actions on ' - 
blood .precedent, And I reekon. a Sartoris can 
have a little vanity and popnycook, if he wants ' . it0 "2 :; ' : , : ' 1 '."'-': '  ̂ - , ■ ' . '

Mot ice" that Bayard allies time to- the Sartoris tradition, as' 
if the Sartoris clan were a part of time itself. This is a 
confusion that he purposely makes ̂ The parallel is striking 
the Sartoris clan, like time, is continuous. The book ends
on a significant note, Mar els sa1 s. and Bayard! s. child has,

1  Sartoris, p* 74.
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been born on the same day that Bayard•was killed testing the 
airplane :he knew wonld failo. Old Bayard 5 as mentioned before^ 
was killed in the automobile accident„.Miss Jenny is quite 
ill, but one imagines that death is distant„ Hareissa, who 
intended to name the baby Johnny, at the christening has 
changed her mind and named him after her brother, Benbow,
Miss Jenny says that;it will do no good to change his name $ c
that he, as all Sartorises, will have violence and doom in
his blood,. Ihe 'final reference to time is concerned with • ; 
.music, a time art: • :

The music went on in the. dusk softly; the 
; dust was peopled with ghosts of glamorous and 

■ . old disastrous things, And if they were glamor
ous enough, there was sure to be a Sartoris in 
them, and. then they were sure, to be disastrous , ■ " ■ - 

: Pawns t, ' But ' the .Player, and the - game He plays '
..„,o He must have, a name for his pawns, though0 ■
But perhaps Sartoris is the ;game itself =-~a .
game .outmoded and ,played with pawns shaped too 

... .late and to knlold'dead- pattern, and of which -.)
the Flayer Himself fis a little wearied, for • '
theresis death in the sound of it, and a glamor
ous fatality, like silver pennons downrushing at 
sunset, or a.dying fall of horns » , , , 1

. Perhaps Faulkner is saying that all the Sartorises of the
South are anachronisms, a part of the anachronism of the

, ■ South It self, It, is hot. so much that the Sartoris values are
outmoded, but that, they belonged to a pattern which no longer
. exists,.. . Bisorganiz.ed"”that . •seems to be the word, And that .

Sartoris , p,. 3$0,
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word would seem to apply not merely to the South „ dbut to all 
of modern S'Ooietyo V •



• •RELIGION AND EQLKIALE . ' ' ./ ,,

; SoAnd'- and tRe Emry .

' In his; fourth book, The Sound and< the Eury. William ; 
Eaalkner began his serious eoribern with the absence of 
Ohristian ethics from the modern world. There were relig
ious overtones in his three earlier ..books 0 We noted the 
concern with fate in 'Sartoris 9 and in Soldiers' Pay we 
found Dr. 3tehon5 an impotent clergyman*; It is in The Sound 
and the Eury9 howeverQ that Faulkner makes his first dra
matic statement on Christianralueso .The hook is a transi
tional volume not only in' theme, but also in structure and . 
style„ It is a book’that attempts much and succeeds in a 
good .dealo An introduction to Faulkner, the experimenter, 
the book offers tremendous .difficulties to the hasty reader, 
unwilling to adjust to the many time shifts, shifts from 
stream of consciousness to subconsciousness, and varying 
points of 'view„ But it is beautifully wrought With, meaning 
to one who is willing to read carefully= If the book has 
any major fault, it is undoubtedly One of lushhesa«

.The Sound and the Eury is divided into four major sec
tions , told respectively through - the. viewpoints: of Benjy ,
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the idiot son of the Compsons; • Quentin,. the son who goes to . 
Harvard;^ Jhson,; the son whose blood is tinged with commer
cialism; and novelist Faulkner. The first section is dated 
April '1928, the .Saturday7 before, Easter o lor Behjy all 
time is presentj remembrances are confused with events now 
happeningo The sight or smell of a familiar object will 
sehdthisi’Mnd scnrrying to recolleGt _ the various items of 
the Oompsoh history which he had seen and comprehended not 
through any intellectual pattern, but through, an almost re
ligious insight into the true condition of the Comp.soh clan* 
Benjy is obviously a :Christ symbol as many critics have ; 
pointed out„ He is almost (as Joe■Christmas is in light in 
August } the returned -Christ himself» The novel centers 
around Easter;. this gives Eaulkner the opportunity to, use 
the rich symbolic •substructure of the novel, a substructure 
that is a combination of the pagan and the Christian, It is 
certainly not': surprising - that he should use Benjy as his ; 
opening viewpoint character0 It is Benjy who is close to the 
earth; it IS' Benjy who is the innocent Gompson. But it, is 
Benjy also who is the curse on the Compson household for its 
deviation, its falling away from true Christian principles. 
Benjy, being a simple creature'of the earth, gives Eaulkner Q 
the opportunity to use the sources of the Christian Easter,. ' 
the.pagan fertility rites 0 Eaulkner, in his appendix to the

1 William Eaulkner, light in August (New York? New 
Directions The Modern Reader Series , 1932), 480 pp.
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■ Modern Library edition of the: book,, delineates the Oompson
line. He speaks;'of Benjy as one ’ . '
; . , o. o who loved three things $. the pasture whieh was 

sold to pay for Candace''s wedding and to send 
' Quentin to Harvard, his .sister Gandaee,; firelight0 

. Who lost none of them because he eonld hot remember 
his sister but-only the loss .of her, and fire~ : 
light was the ■same' bright shape, as going to sleep3 

and the pasture was even better sold than before 
because now he and TP could not only follow 

. - •. timeless.; along the fence the motions which it ' ■
did not even matter to him were humanbeings 
swinging golfstickss TP could lead them to clumps

■ - o f  grass or weeds where there would appear sud
denly in TP8 s hand small white spherules which 
competed with and even conquered what he did not 

p .; \ even know was gravity • and the immutable - laws when 1 

released from the hand toward plank floor or. 
smokehouse wall or concrete sidewalko Gelded.

' •1913= Oommitted to the State Asylum, Jackson, ': ; .
1933o Lost nothing then either because 9 as with 
his sisters he remembered hot the pasture but 
only its loss ? and firelight was still the same 

: bright shape of sleep. 1

This long quotation summarizes so concisely Faulkner?s pic- '
ture of Benjy’s doom that I felt it necessary to reproduce
it almost in fullo The gelding of Benjy is very:important
to the:.1symbolical structure of the novel; it is 3 in a sense,
almost .hid. crucifixion9 ■ ■, . . .  . ,,

Tie get glimpses of the Gompson history all through
Behjy* s section3 but the time sequence is so complex that -
one may easily get lost in the labyrinth of Beng’y’s own
rttimelessn cycle if one is not careful. At the beginning
of the section Benjy and Luster are watching the golfers.

-1 The' Sound and.The Jury, p. 19«
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' Benjy is moaniiig because, the golfers are retreating rather 
than, coming towards them. Benjy and Luster crawl through 

■ the .fence :-that now encloses the pasture,. and' Benjy thinks of 
Oaddy, the nickname for his sister Gandace. Gaddy told him 
— the time shifts.,to the past— tq keep',:hishands .in his 
pocket or: they would freeze. Benjy is a creature gelded not 
qnly by his family but also * because of his innocence„ by 

. nature itself :. . ■ fhis innocence is a .matter that cannot be 'Vv
ignored, for Faulkner makes a good deal of it. It is as if . 
Faulkner, were saying that Christ could emerge only as an 
Innocent idiot. in the compilezity' of the moderh world with-/.:;: . 
out himself being subject to corruption. Through Benjy’s.' 
eyes we see the death of .the grandmother , the illness of the . 
'mother, .Candace’s loss of chastity. These pictures are re-, 
inforced and clarified by the succeeding sections. We find 
.once .again that Faulkner is using the distorted time se
quence to arouse a more dramatic awareness of the Comp son v
disintegration; time seems to unfold as it does in life it-, f

r v  ; . f '1 -  r
. -One might imagine that the first section, being the ■ 
stream of consciousness of an Idiot, would be. the most dif- : 
ficult ■'section. But one is faced with a tremendous problem 
of comprehension when one undertakes the second, Quentin’s 
sectiohll Here the time■maehinery- becomes increasingly Com
plex, and once Faulkner has the machinery in motion he 
even abandons the use of italics, .which he; has used to a



large extent in Benjy's section to give the reader clues to 
time shifts. The complexity and irrationality of Q,uentin8a : 
thought might startle one at first, hut logically it is 
quite easy to understand why this complexity was- necessary 
One remembers that Quentin was a rather bright individual; 
thus his thoughts would form more complex associative pat
terns; and too, his is a mind contemplating an irrational1 

act, suicide. =, I should have said ^undertaking"- pather than ' 
contemplating, for his mind is already decided when the sec
tion beginso The; act of suicide, a deadly sin, is the cry 
of despair, of the'whole Oompson' family, the symbol of their ■ 
deeadenceV Ifonleally enough, Quentin, the son for whom.- . 
sacrifices were made in order that.he might go to Harvard 
and attempt to find an order, is the one who cannot tolerate 
existence. The direct cause of Quentin’s suicide is Gan™ : 
dace’s less of chastity. Quentin thinks of himself as the 
protector of Southern womanhood„ He is so concerned when 
Candace commits the sexual act (Quentin thinks of it as 
sin) that he discusses the matter with his father» His 
father accepts Candace ’ s'; act as inevitable. To Quentin, who 
has gone to his father for a confirmation of his belief that 
the act was wrong, the father’s statement is unbelievable. 
Quentin has lost the usual spiritual and ethical leader of 
the household, his father <1 Thus he can no longer face 
reality and escapes to his dream world, : He tells his father 
that he has committed incest with Candace, that the expected
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eMld is liiSo :,We: find definite substantiation for this
factor in' Faulkner9 s; appendix when he says of Q,uentin:

„ o o' Who loved not -the ; idea of. the ineest which 
he would not commit-9 hut some presbyterlan eon- 
cept. of its ' eternal punishment; he, not God „ ■

.. could by that means oast himself and. his sister 
both into hell, where he could guard her for
ever and keep her forevermore Intact amid the 
eternal fires. But who loved death above all, 
who loved only death, loved and lived in a delib
erate and almost perverted anticipation of > 
death o»o o ■ •, .

One notes -the desire for death, the same yearning that was
apparent in Soldiers * Pay in Donald Mahon and in Sartoris in
Bayardo Ruel Eo Foster finds this especially true. in Faulk-
nerr .: : r.,':. r ' , , yx' r
' ; The effect of the 0»o emphasis on the
. ' , impulsive, instinctive libido .is. to create char

acters: who t end to move in the surrealist world 
of: the id» ind this libido emphasis provides ' 
the first Psychoanalytic coordinated : F .

A second •coordinate is presented -by the - : 
concept of the Freudian death urge (the idea ' 
that a psychi force contrary to the libido op- . 
erates, within the id; a force that wills a return 
to the static Will^lesS condition of inorganic - , .
mattef--dsath) , _ While. Faulkner at no time em
ploys so clinlcal a term,, he, does create charac
ters obsessed with a longing for death „ = 6> 2

If». Foster mentions fbree, names that illustrate his concept ?
Sartoris, : Quentin Oompson, and Fopeye (in Sanctuary) O n e

i :The Sound and the Fury, p» 9.
• .2. Ruel 1» Foster, "Dream as Symbolic Act in Faulkner 

Perspective, II (Summer, 1949), 184» ‘ ■
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could- add the name of Joe.'Christmas to this list even though 
at first; Christmas would seem to be. illustrative of the de
sire to escape death* However, throughout Light In August- 
the. reader:; finds that instead of ..running toward life „ 
Christmas is escaping to death* moving toward an inevitable 
fate, This is -a point that I wish to bring up later - in the. 
discussion of Light in August 0

The eohcern.with time is evident from'the beginning of 
-Quentin* s.: section o-. He twists the hands :pff ,,his - watch* at™. I 
tempts to destroy time because"he says, after all, it was 
time that got him into thiso. His watch, however, does not 
stop but continues to run* He has destroyed the symbol, but 
the thing itself remains<,.' Quentin* s- father's disbelief in 
time - represents n. di-sbelief 'in. any ethical order, His 
father. had said, **„ » <> time is dead as long as. it is being 
elieked' off by .little : Wheels; only when the' clock stops does

-  . i ■ ■ ■ - :time; come to life,**' . Quentin links his father's concern . .-
/ ' " : . 2

with time with his **reducto abs.urdum of human experienceo**
Fatalistle.,. his father has no .ethical, order«, Christianity,
it is important to remember, is deeply concerned with time..
As Paul Tillich has stated i ; / ' ' ,.'f .;’

It CChristianity} places an essentially 
- ’ positive value on existenceo And this implies 

that it places a positive valuation on the whole

1 The Sound and the Fury, p. 104»
2 Ibid. / p. : 105. " 'v : ' ' - ;
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temporal order pf events, tkat the i!order of : 
timeM harhors within Itself not only , , a be- '

. coming and a passing-away but also the possi- 
. bilitsr'of-real ̂ novelty, a creative and. formative . 
powerv . a purpose, and end that give it meaning0 . ■
In Ghristianltys time •trihmphs- over .spaceo; . The 

V : irreversible , unrepeatable character of time,
its meaningful directedness, replaced the -

'.cyGliĉ  ever recnrrent becoming and passing- 
.awayvl;; /' J.-. ' '■ ''''r .''■■■ '

They father’s disbelief in time constitutes his negation of
. Ohristiah ethicsi As the father of the house of Compson, he
■■ is the chief symbo 1 of , the. decay of . Ghristianity not only in
the South, but{in all of the United States„ His son, Quentin,
at least' searches for' "an; ethical, order ? but - finding, none into
which he and his family may: fit, commits suicide. :Quentin 1

does have hope at times, .thinks that.. maybe the Harvard school-
ling will point to a solution. But he too finally succumbs
to his father's fatalism which culminates in his' suicide.

. The water symbol;which runs throughout Quentin?s sec
tion is the death symbol. Sumner G. Powell does an excellent 
': ■ ■. ■ ■ ' :  .. • ■ - \ ’ :. 2 .. . .. . .
,job of tracing this symbol. Essentially, however, one need
merely remember the Biblical character of the term. Water 
is not only a sumbol of the death urgeQ but more important it 
is a purification symbol. Powell neglects to mention this 
second aspect, and it is this aspect that gives meaning to

Paul Tillich, The Protestant Era (Chicago: The Univer
sity of Chicago Press','' IpW]", 323 pp. , p.. 8 . . ; . "

2 Sumner G. Powell,' tWilliam Faulkner Celebrates Easter,t# 
Perspective, II (Summer, 19491, 195-218. .



.tiie - deatk targe0 Water ''1 $ tasSd, d.n the baptismal fount to ■
• oleanse the Individual of M s  sins kef ore aeeeptarie© Into' :
- the, Ohrlstian re&lm-o It was the purifying agent in the
great flood in which NoaiVs ark kept the; neeessary elements 
of eivilization out ©f. which a new society might arise a : .

• Fire is another important symbol in the novel3 found - chiefly 
in Benjŷ s'' section e Fire again is a purifying force« Its 
Biblical'connotations are. manyFire . and water may be pun» ' • "

•:ishments, may represent judgments against mankind as they 
do against the ■ Oompsons 8 but they may also represent pitri-=

' fication rites, out ,of which may come a new order„ a Christian 
order i, One cannot help notice the ski If ul use that Faulkner. 
makes of these symbols 1  ' ■ ■

Whereas the father■accepts a life without an'ethical 
order and Q,uehtin desperately desires one s' Jasons the other 

' sonj, has an order based on eommercialistie principles of 
moneyo  ̂Benjy is a .Christ symbol^ lason9 on the other hands is 
a symbol of ■Batah0: ..He persecutes all those about him! He 
lies9 cheats9 steals § without purpose for himself or others 0 

.' He: has no sense' of Value ̂ does not know the meaning of the 
word, ethicalo ■ Faulkner tells us in his appendix that lason 
thinks nothing' of Sod one way or the. other 1 He also gives 
us some of Jasonis history after the book endSo Jason had 
Benly committed to an asylum and- . ’

'' o.o vacated the old house 8 first chopping up the 
vast onee-splendid rooms into what he called 
. apartments and • selling ■. the whole thing 1 ©. a
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■ countryman who opened- a boarding-house in
■ ■ - it „ e .though this was not diffieult since to ■

■ him all the rest of the town and the world and
' : the human race too except himself were Compsonss

inexplieahle yet quite, predictable in that they ' 
were in no sense whatever to be trusted0 1

This hatred of others is actually symbolic of Jason$s lack • ;
of ■ faith: in himself> . : ' . . • : "

Jason’s section takes .place on good .Friday, and there. •
is.every reason to believe that Faulkner intended Jason to. 
represent Judas, the betrayer= One remembers that it Was > . •
' Jason who s wi thout ' hi s . mother’s knowing it, had Ben j y gelded»
And as I have pointed out previously3 Beljy’s gelding 
amounts to a symbolic erueifixiono Jason, too, is representa
tive of evil, an evil that is caused by no apparent psycho- , 
logical motivation^ It is as if fate again had played a hand 
and foredoomed Jason to be the Carrier of evil in the Compson
clan. One thinks of his cruelsadistic treatment of all .'
the Negroes, particularly of Bilsey, whom he hates. Perhaps ; 
he was jealous of Dilsey's simple falthty Jason? s hatred ex--;
■ tended to others too. -A show has come to towny One of the
traveling minstrel, type„ luster, the;Negro, lad who is- the
companion and protector of Benjy, wants very much to see the. 
show.; Jason has tickets which he knows he will not use, but
he burns them in front of Luster, gloating in his strange. ; '■ ■■ ■ - . i 2  : ' . ■■■ ' ;■ ' ' ' . ■
sense of humor oyeft lie a etc He had tried to. sell the

d The Sound and the Bury, p. 17=  ̂Ibldo, p= 272=
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tickets to Luster9 "but he knew that Luster had no money."
- Jason has the same hateful attitude towards his..mother,"
After Quentinis suicide, his mother longs to be consoled
but Jason is spiteful. vengeful. Jason says. t?Yourve got

: Ct::' : : ' x l ^ . I  , ' / . .' . Y .  ̂ .'"IBen to depehd on o 0««,tJ Then he continues his "attack by
asserting that she would have been better off had it been he
'father than.%uehtin.who committed suicide, Jason represents . 
all that is bad in the Compsons; he.has replaced the Chris
tian. God by the idol.j money. And-perhaps Jason, as: much as 
Beniyp is himself a-judgment on the'': Cfompsbnso .

The last section of the book takes place on Easter"
Sunday, It is in this Section that Faulkner-suggests that 
out of this old order. Out of the decadence of the Compson 
clan may arise a hew Christian' order Milch combines, history . 
and time with humanism, Easter is so important in the struc- 

. ture of the" whole novel that 1  think it well if we look for:i ' 
a moment again at the depiction of the resurrection of Christ, 
as interpreted:by the eminent theologian, Karl Bartht

On this third day there begins a new story 
of man, so that we may divide the life of Jesus 

: into two great periods, the thirty-three years -
'■ to Bis death and the- quite short and decisive •

period of the forty days between His death and
the Ascensiono. The third day a new life begins;. 
but at the same time on the third day there be- 

■ , gins a " new Aeon ̂ a new shape of ' the world, after 
the Old world has been completely done away and 
settled in the death of Jesus Christ„ Easter is

1 The Sound and the Fury, p, 278,
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the "breaking in of a new time and world in the 
existence of the man Jesus, who. now begins a new 

■ life:as the conqueror,, as the victorious bearer,
' ; : as the destroyer of the burden of - man?s sin, ' ' • -

' which had been laid upon Him, In this altered
existence of His the first community saw not only• , 
a siipernaturaSaohtlnuatiion of? Sis previous' life, ■ . ,
but an entirely; new life,, that of the exalted . r

, "- .Jesus Otirist, and simultaneously the beginning
of a new world < , 1 • ;

Faulkner.fs. world of the Oompsons is in a shambles, but out ' 
of" it, out of the violence of the judgments (Benjy’s idiocy, 
Q,uentin’ s" suicide, Jason's evil) may come, a new order . In 
this-last; section Dilsey emerges as the only true Christian
in the book, the only one who has a positive approach to
life, who has order, and a set of values'. Dilsey is so cer- i 
tain of her values that she need hot worry about being sepa
rated- from them. She takes Benjy to church with her on Faster
Sunday, unmindful, of what -others may: say,. She, cares for •
Bemjy and protects him. The preacher in the service says: .

* ■ {!0 blind sinner f Breddren, I tells you:
,; ■ sistuhn, .1 says to' you,.:when ' de Lawd did turn His " ." .'

might face, say, Aint gwine overload heaven!
I can see de widowed God shed Eis do*; I sees • 
the whelmin flood roll between .... Den, lo!

, .. I sees de resurrection ,en de light .....,
After Dilsey hears- the sermon, she says, "I*ve seed de first

. 3 // . ■■■■ ■ ' ■ /
en de last .„. .** Her,friend, Frony, asks, "First en last

Karl Barth, Dogmat los : in Out line (New York: Philo
sophical Library, 1947),153 pp.

2  The Sound and the Fury, pi 312. ■ • : ,
3 Ibid. p . 313 o ' f ' .
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whut?$? Dllsey answers ? "Never you mind „, 0 <, I seed de be- 
ginnin, en now I,, sees' de endin. " Dilsey8 s statement refers' 
of course, to tbe Compson houseo ; Benjy was the first curse 
to the clah; Jason, a bachelor, will be. the la's tv X)ilsey*s . 
values are reinforbed and strengthened by the Easter sermone 
She, not the Oompsons, ironically enough, can accept time 
and can. f ind in Ohristianity a, meaning :f or: Ilf 6  =, ; ;
- tflien;The Sound and the Bury has been laid aside, one 
wonders about Dilsey. She is a primitivesomewhat,anala- 

' gnus to the noble savageo ; .Her religion approaches' the : / ■. 
physical orbit; it is not merely the product of faith„ 'The ' 
.swell of music and the rhetoric of the preacher have emo
tional overtones that extend to the physical <, When - one ■ \ 
thinks of Dilsey as the only character with a set of values, 
One begins to wonder whether or not this is the final state
ment that Faulkher has to make in the book« Might this not 
in itself be a judgment on the Oompsons rather than the rem- 
nant of Christianity from which a new order, a new: Set of • 
Christian values, may be reconstructed? For one remembers, 
vividly Melville’s "noble savages" who possessed both beauty 
and order in "Benito Gereno0n One remembers too the theme 
of the novel, the ambiguity of appearances» The noble sav- 
ages in the story'were actually :the .workers, Of evilo One

1 Herman Melvillej "Benito Oereno," Short Novels of 
the Masters. Charles Neider, editor (New Yorkt BineEart &

; Dompa igWl'y -•pp»d.52-12ko '■ ni ' ^ v ■' ' ;



.cannot forget that order is sometimes merely a .symbol of 
evils that the noble savage, ignorant enough perhapss may be 
■the 'tool of evilc Perhaps' this paradox was intended,by /
; Zaulknero If so, it would constitute still another judgment 
against the Comp sons 0 .

1 mentioned at the beginning of this chapter that The 
Sound and tha^ury Introduces us- to -Eaulkner, the experi-:
. mentero I think it worthwhile here to review:his accomplish^ 
.meats' in . this particular book in relation to his earlier 
: bookso His structure has become extremely complexs but as ■ 
we have hoted, not.without..purpose = The division of the book 
into sections instead of chapters is not without parallel in 
fiction, but Faulkner uses the device with great effective- ‘ ; 
ness and for a definite purpose: the - withholding of.informa
tion to insure eventually a more dramatic composite picture0

The language in The. Sound and the Fury is superior to 
the "purple passage" rhetoric of Soldiers{ Pay and Sartorls <>

' It is more sustained; it.displays, never tells, .The Benay 
section is a rare feat in American fiction, in any fiction • 
for that mattero. Using the stream of consciousness Of an 
idiot required a tremendous amount of skill and attention to 
.details, Faulkner gave the section that care and skill„ It 
is only in the second section that there appears to be a 
luxuriance of. language. One almost smothers in the'richness0 

The 'last . two-.■sections: .supply t parts to complete
the Compson history. One needs to add, however, that
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I’aulkner felt the need, to supply additional information in \ 
,hls' appendix, to the 'Modern Lihrary edition; indeed5 some of 
the heeessary chronology would be difficult to explain were 
it pot for the appendix0 One feels too that some critics 
are justified in saying that there remain ambiguities which 
were riot intended to he ambiguities- at all,. ' •

' But- considering the novel as a whole, one feels that 
Faulkner;has succeeded extremely well in the depiction of.a ' 
very/difficult - theme I . He uses both Fr endian, and Christian 
symbols to give us a sense of the meaning of his characters0 

hrid- through this' same symbolism. he pushes hi,s. particular 
(the downfall of the- Comps on clan}- to a universal (the modern 
societyju .Ho novelist Can be expected to do more.

M  l.My SzlM  ̂ ■■ft/ t;;":
:As 1 Bay. Dying has all the power, grace, and beauty of. t 

a •primitiye^legend« The sense Of the supernatural envelops 
the atmosphere of the story; the crude humanity displayed is 
touched with a fierce, violent sense of duty and honesty*
It is a book with a pervading sense of tragedy that is 
heightened by a eornlC/ignorance'o. v: The 1 story is concerned with . 
the fulfillment of a deathbed promise; Ana© Bundren has 
promised;'̂ his wife, Addiethat'-he' will bury her in Jeffer
son. The resulting journey is a pilgrimage and, just as in 
the case of most primitive legends, /there are trials which 
must be met before the mission is completed0 Using the rich



Bi'bligal symbolism displayed so effectively in The Sound and 
the yniy, Fanlkner 'makes the death symbols, fire and water, 
the two trials,; , ; -' ■ . : . .

The tragie Bundreh family, and its plight's on this pil-= f 
grimage to return the dead body of Mrs, Bundren to her family 
bnrialgromds:present one of the most moving pietures of the ' 
modern dispossessed that 1 have ever.encountered„ It is more 
than Steinbedk has achieved in The■Grapes of,fffatĥ 'more■than: 
Caldwell -has ever evoked in\ his : novels o, ; One grasps the -ig
norance, • pride 3 and terrible hohestŷ  of a .family.- blindly'; exe
cuting a promise. Ironically-ehdhgh, all the challenges and - 
sufferings eneountefed lead to nought;; the path leads only to 1  

the graveyard; the -promises are promises concerned with a , 
dead body. ; .p :

The novel is told through the viewpoints of each of the 
characters; each section is seen through the eyes of a dif- . 
•ferent character, each telling a little of the story, another 
adding more details', until a final composite picture is 
achieved. It is a method ;that gives us insight into the char
acters. ,Again Faulkner uses the stream of consciousness 
technique in. several instances, particularly in his depie- - 
tion of Bari’s and Vardaman’s,viewpoints.

The initial scene is presented through Bafl’s viewpoint. 
Cash, the oldest brother, is building a coffin for his ■ 
mother, : Ahdie Bundren, who lies' beside the window watching. ■ 
As Cash selects a board, he holds it up so that Addle may
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approve before it is. used in the .ooffin0 This action of 
Gash’ disgusts Jewell? the only son A.ddie really loved;
Jewell sees his family as 0 0 buzzards» Waiting, fanning . :
themselvesot? But Anse, the head of the household, tells 
Jewell that things are.as Addle wants them. Addle knows she 
Is going; to die and waits, even anxiously. According to Anse, 
it is as if fate decreed the time, and she has only to wait 
for that time to arrive. Indeed there is this element of 
■fate running all, through, the novel. If an adverse turn" .of 
events comes about, it is because the lord so willed, and 
there is little anyone pan do about it. We get initial 
glimpses of this faith combined:with fate from Gora,
Mr.'Tull8s wife, who is talking■to another neighbor at Addle8a 
bedside = . Mrs. Tull relates the:story of how she baked a 
cake with; some :88extra88 eggs for a town .lady; the lady did , :■
not buy the cake, but. Mrs. Tull reasons that nothing was lost 
■ inasmuch as it was a blessing, so to speak, that she,had the v 
extra eggs in the first place.' There is: this continual jus- ■ 
tlfleatiok of good and evil in terms of acceptance, almost, a;’ 
blind acceptance of a vague fate: to Cora, the lord8s will;
- to other s less r eligiousj something beyond their control.

It takes Addle ten days to die; Anse has called
Dr.'Beabody too late to help save her. -Gash, with, neighbor .;

1 M  ̂  lay iylng,' p. 347»
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'. Tull8s assistance, work's all night In the furious rain of a
Mississippi July to finish the ooffin. He drives in the last

' r ' nail in-1 ho early morning» Yardaman, the youngest son, has
■■killed a. fish, shortly before his mother dies»‘ His imbeeile
mind'oonfuses the two; tie thinks his mother is the fish.
' Jewell and .Dari, the other' sons,,.- were in town at the time of

' Mrs„ Bundfen8 s death, and Anse wishes that they would hurry ,
■■ ,'.' home because he wants to initiate the’fulfillment of his

promise immediatelyo He has been offered Tullf s wagon and
: team, 'but' he says that She would want to go in her own wagon,
would not want to inconvenience folks0

,/ ■. ,V-Previous to Addie’s death, the weather^‘-the same per.r- :
Bonification 'found in Paulkner’s .other work-=is, as it were,
IntroduQing■a new'theme, Peabody discusses Addle8 s hanging '
on to life, then says: •. ■
■ .' ''■- ' :: That9 s the one trouble with, this countryi

everything, weather, all, hangs on too long.
Like our rivers, our ■ land: opaque, slow, violent ;

:■ :,■ ■',. ■ .shaping' and creating the life of man in its -im- r
: \ placable and brooding' image0 1  . ; : ■

, : With Addle is death the rain increases in its fury , swelling
the rivers: that are already near flood stage, making ready
the,first trial for the Bundren family on its pilgrimage to

■ Jefferson^ " . ; . - . ■ .
■, . . His wife's death has . in if: a certain dignity, for Anse; .

h-: , 1  As I Lay Dying, p., 369o :' . ' . . ■ . A
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it is as if the sorrow were lit preparation for a noble deed,
v4̂ ,:V v' V C..-'-;.' ; ' ' ' • ' V>:.. '
' the journey, Tull says of Mse 9 1 ;:>?He looks folks in the eye,

v- ' 4: y': '  : • 1now, dignified, his face tragic and composed„t? Anse waits
three days' fpr,.,his boys to return from town„ He still in
sists that the/trip must be made in their own wagon. A s  
Anse" says,: ill wait for bur burn ,,,, She *11 want it so.
She was ever a particular woman,” . In the meantime the flood 

' waters are rising; many bridges have already been washed out, 
But Anse will not change his mind and bury•Addle;nearby; his - 
promise must be fulfilled. Failure to keep his promise would 
be to. defy the Lord$s will. Preparations for the trip have 
: begun, Cash,: has whittled some plugs for. the auger holes in
the top of Addle *s , doffin, Vardaman, fearing his mother
.could not .breathe, had used Cash* s auger to bore some air 
holes; twice the auger had penetrated Addle * s face. How 
Gash has repaired the damage to th.e coffin, and Dewey Dell, ■; 
the daughter, has used a veil to cover the face. Cash is 
taking along his tool box in order that he may. stop off at 
■Tull1s on the way back and help finish the barn, . .Anse thinks 
Cash's insistence on;taking the tool box is sacrilege, He 

,'■' says, Alt ‘aint respectful,n Dewey Dell has a secret motive v

; ' . 1 As-1 Lay Dying,, p, 399, - -v'.1. ' ;i ':'V V- •
2  ibid,, p, 4 0 4 , . /

■ A : 3 :lbld„;, p, 4C9,<: . ; , v ; : T , ' ' : ■ ■ . ■. . . ■ ■'
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for accompanying the family on the trip; she is pregnant, 
and. the father of the child has: given her ten dollars to buy : 
.some medicine for an abortion,

The journey begins, the five Bundrens along with the 
coffin riding in the wagon„ and'Jewell following on' his horsee 
They have to change their route because the bridges are washed 
out,■ "Eventually they end up near Tull$s place, confronting 
the raging rivero The first'trial must, be faced, Tull pic
tures .the situations , . •

They were setting in the wagon at the end of
the levee, Anse,was setting, there, 1 poking at the
bridge where'it:was swagged dowu into:the river ■

•;' i: ■ . with . lust the two.: ends in sight, He-was looking
' at;ft'like he had believed all the time that 
• .folks had been lying to him about it being gone,

• but Tike he was hoping all the time it really 
■ ; was o Kind of pleased astonishment he looked, - -

setting on the, wagon in his Sunday pants „ o., • .

Tull knows that • no amount of explanation or persuasion will \. 
keep Anse,;from crossing the river; ■ he, therefore, resigns 
himself to help. The boys, Gash and Dari, will drive the 
wagon- across the ford While Jewell rides his horse ahead feel
ing out the track of the ford, Anse and the others use the.
footbridge to go across,; The water that swirls'in' the river ■
before them becomes a living element, almost a personifica
tion, of an evil spirit, fighting to prevent them from ful
filling their promise: to Addie,: Through Tull*n eyes we get

1  As I Lay Dying, p,'424.
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this description of the water:
rfhe water was. cold „ It was thick, like slush \V 

' 'i©e« Only It kind of lived, One part of you
knowed it was just water, the same thing that had
"been running under this same bridge for a long 
time, yet when them logs would come spewing up 

1  puten it , you w surprised,' like they was a
part of the water, of the whiting and the threat

After Anse and the others:have crossed the footbridge, Anse
wishes to justify the action to Tull? t?I.give her my word
oooo It was sacred on me, I know you begrudge it, but she

■ '■ t ■ ' ' ' . : : ' 2  " ' ' 'will bless you in heaven.,®' lull- replies that they had bet- :
ter wait until Dari and Gash get across the ford before they
congratulate themselves, But Anse continues» ®It8 s the
: : y ■u:y;:y;.̂- ■' '• ' • ■■ : ; . : . 3

turning back ,,,= It ain’t no luck in turning back." Tull
does not say so to Anse., but he really thinks the venture
quite foolish, ®The.y would risk the fire and the earth and
. ■ -  - .  ' '  ■ ' : ■.  'y.  ■ ■- ' -  4..the;water and all just to eat a sack of bananas,® he says,
,l This is the first ’.foreshadowing that Faulkner gives us of the 
fire that is to come. He gives us previews of Dari’s mental 

• - condition too. When the events actually occur, we are pre- : 
pared to accept them, even if in isolated circumstances' they 
.might appear rather y. ■ - .

The actual crbsslng of the. ri,yer by’Cash, Dari, and

1 4a 1 Dying,'p,:436,"; 
y : 2 Tbid,, pi 'A3&. '
’ 3 Lob, city 
4 Loc, ©it.
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Jewell Is one of the high, points of narrative In the book„
■ It IS; a fight between nature and man: the. river swirling, ■
sucking; and man crudelys ineffectively, fighting back. . Even 

. Gash, the son who believes in, almost worships tools, who can,
• devise a coffin out of rough lumber, can find no tool to tame 
•the madness of the river. A death symbol, the river is also
a symbol'of purification0 W h e n Gash and Dari emerge vie- •'
torious from the river, there is a tremendous feeling of re
lief on the part of the. reader - One. has lived with them in 
their defiant strugglea struggle so painful and fought with 
such ighorahce that one feels the' section could not have been, 
sustained another moment. The fight with death, the river, 
ends 'just before'melodrama begins. The Bundrens, however,
do not escape the ,river'without injury. Cash suffers a •
broken leg. The trial .by water has ended but, just as in the

• primitive,'legends, there are injuries, that will make the sec
ond trial even more difficult,

' Once the 'Bundrensbbre': aerbss-the riter, they tabulate
their losses. The mules have succumbed to the water, but •

,: the wagon Thas been saved A .The coffin has ■escaped unscathed, .,
.but Cash’s tools have been lost. The average human being
would never consider engaging the.river in another battle,

1 but; the Bundrens think.- only of the terrible loss Cash will 
. feel. Tools are his life. Back'into the river go Dari,,
■ Jewell, and Mr, Tull, They find the, tools, even the chalk 
line.. When Cash, who has been unconscious, recovers, he
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gathers the tools about him in loving care, Jewell rides 
his, horse to Armstid*s house and brings baek his team. They 
lay Gash on top of the boffin and go to Armstid^s house.
Here they spend the night, and here Vardaman first notices 
: the buzzards following ' them,: Anse borrows Jewell f:s horse and
goes to make a trade with the Snopeses; he wants a team of 
mules. Slowly, palnfully, vhe ..bbll-s , Jewell that' his- horse was 
included in the trade, Jewell has loved the horse, has spent 
many nights working in brdep to buy it. The loss is a great 
one. But Anse. sayst . ' . r - • ■

bFor fifteen, years T ainft,had-a tooth in 
, ' , , my .:hebd. ,,, 6 :; ; And me . saving'W -. hbekei - here and a
' . nickel there so my family wouldn't' suffer it9 to

buy them teeth so I could eat G-od's appointed 
food .... I thought that If I could do without 
eating, my'sons: could do without ridings 'God , •'

. knows T did.^d g ' J it ■ : f' '" ;:: : - J,-i \ "
Anse is both ignorant and pathetic, " When the team of mules
arriv#§ .the.journey begins. Cash's leg'is beginnihg to feel 
the hard bumps of the road. He suffers greatly,' but does 
not complain. They buy .some cement when they get to Mott son. 
They make a cast and set Cash's leg to prevent it from jar
ring,around in the -wagOn. While in town Dewey Dell tries to 
buy the .medicine, but 'is refused.,; The town marshall com
plains about the terrible odor of the body,, and. cannot under
stand - tbe: use of cement to set a leg: - '- -'y-

.. 1 As I Lay' Dying, p. 479= '



' vv,; .. . ̂  the marshall said0 -; ,,l‘oh;,;ll ::eaase , him ' to 1  ose his 1  eg. You take him '
on to a doctor, and you get this thing' buried soon 
as you.'can.; Don’t you know you’re liable to jail . :

. for endangering the-; public: health? ” 1

Anee'tella him they are. doing the best they can. Undeterred„ 
they set Cash’s lego The pilgrimage proceeds6 

V The tr ials by f ireV ooeurs when:; Dari ignites Eh«- Gilles- 
pie * s barno (The Bundrens are staying overnight at the Gil
lespie house„| lewell is the hero who saves Addie’s coffin 
from the flameso Dari; sees, the. fire as akin to the river: 
’’The : sound, of it the fire has become quite peaceful now, 
like the sound of the river,’’ There is another linking of 
the two ;trials' in a previous section seen through Addie’s
viewpoint o. Addle makes the ̂.predictions ’’He [ Jewell) will 
'.A, t A '  ■■ . ; 3. . : •
save me from the water and the fire,” .The. prediction, has
now been'fulfilled. Whereas in the trial by water.Faulkner; 
gives a good deal of attention to preparation of the reader 
for the struggle to come, in the trial by fire there is lit
tle preparation»; The reader is facing the issue; Of the . 
second trial before he realizes it. This, it seems to me, 
is a weak'point ;fn the strdcture of ,the>:booko; :V:Spth trials 
are ostensibly of equal importance; yet the water emerges as 
a, distinctliving, force of evil; whilethe fire'does not,
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The BuMrens leave- "bhe next morning on the last leg of 
the trip to Jefferson„ Once there they torrow tools, dig 
the grave; and. the promise Is carried out« Gash, is taken to 
Dr. Peabody who curses yehemently at their ignorance in using 
cement. 'Dewey Dell faces a young clerk with her problem in 
a local drug store. Characteristic of Faulkner1s bawdy 
Elizabethan humor, the young clerk gives‘her some medicine, .
then tells her to come back that night for the f,op©ration0w

: ■ -:.. - ' L ' ’ ■ : ;■ 1 - \ \ 1 .;; 1

She returns, but says, "It wdni't work 0 0«=>f? Dari is sent to
the-state asylum" at Jackson. Anse even gets his teeth which

..Vo made him look a foot taller, kind of holding ’:
■ his head up, hahgdog and proud -too, and then we 
' . ' ' : see her behin#.hlm, carrying "the other grip— a

kind of duck-shaped woman all dressed up „. .
' ■ . wMeet Mrs o Bundren," he says .2

It' was not Addle who was .important to Anse, but-his promise
to. hero Now that the promise has been realized he can, on
the same day as' Addle1 s burial, acquire, without, any sense of
guilt, .a new wife. ' ... . ; ; ■

The novel is an interesting one from many standpoints =
First of all, it is a smooth and successful blending of
primitive folk mythology with Christianity. The structure
Involving the. constantly changing, viewpoint gave the reader
a more complete picture of the characters„ The language was
the :;ldiom . of --the Southern poor' white -except in scattered '

4. As i jay Dying, p. 526; 
2 Ibid., p. 531o



places where Faulkner expressed not the speech hut the con
sciousness of his characters : Most ,of all, though, It is a 
haunting, grim, sometimes grotesquely comic portrait of a 
section of humanity cursed with ignorance0 Ignorance is.the
re al tragedy in the hook» But to face.It the:Bundrens had 
faith. With this faith they accomplished their pilgrimage 
in spite of their Plunders, in spite of the stupidity of the 
journey itselfo The reader can never forget the blind trudg
ing. of the Bundrens under a heavy duly sky, preparing to 
meet the harsh realities with nothing more than ignorance 
and a simple determination to complete their missiono But ; ■ 
at.least the Bundrens had a mission, and this is more than 
many have. Perhaps.it even compensates for ignorance =
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: Sanctuary ; , •

Popeyes, the central figure In Paulkmer$s sixth pub- 
'llaheh book. Sanctuary/ Is a aymhol of violence without • 
meaning| he is a mechanical caricature whose only strength 

, is a revolver* a symbol whieh he always carries with him to 
compensate for his loss of sexual power0 Almost unbeliev
ably eril, when a child he cut up birds.with .seissors; in 
his manhood the . scissors are replaced by the revolver<> To 
him, life is hot something to be lived, but something to be 
Shattered' and.twistedo He is a perfect complement to Faulk
ner Is villain, naturalism-animalismo Because of his impo
tence , he has no capacity for love; he slowly destroys all 
around him. Faulkner undoubtedly intended Popeye to be a 
symbolic representation of man destroyed by the machine* 
'Faulkner succeeds in this representation. But in spite of 
some.of the minor successes in the book, Sanctuary is a step 

. backward'In the development of Faulkner the novelist 6 If 
Popeye is the most successful figure in the book, he is at 

i the same .time, a symbol of Faulkner® s., failures Like Popeye ®s 
life, Faulkner9s writing follows a pattern of violence
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witbdut iBeaning«, .■ There are many passages that ceuld illus™ . 
trate this; but one of the best examples is the. scene in 
whieh Lee Goodwins a bootleggers and his wife hare a fight, '. ■ 
They strike each other with blind, fury s but there is no puri
fication, no emotional release involved„ Nothing will come 
of the encounter; only another fight will result =

Of course, there is evidence that Faulkner intended to • 
create only a horrific taleo He tells us in the preface to 
the Modern Library edition that the novel was a "cheap idea 
o a o conceived to make moneya" The book was written before 
As I Lay Dying but was not published until later= When 
Faulkner received the galley proofs from his publisher, he : 
was disgusted with the whole thing0 He proceeded to rewrite 
the book from the proofs o. Some critics have been guilty 'of. 
the intentional fallacy by asserting that the book was bad 
merely because it.was created as a thriller1 This, of course, 
is ridiculouso However, there are other reasons why the 
book falls short of the perfection F;aulkner attains in his 
other worko I have already mentioned the primary one, vio
lence without meaningo The second one is simply that the 
book is pdorly written„ : The:purple' passage is here once
againf;.; " V - ■ ; .. ' ' ; ■ ;
/I"'//'fIt,#ns \a bright, soft day, 'a wanton morning • 

filled With that unbelievable soft radiance of

1 'Sanctuary, pi v 0
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May, rife with a promise of noon and of heat, with 
high fat clouds like gobs of whipped orearn float- •

And he uses the amateur writer’s trick of explaining, not
^displaying. his hdharaeters and story: "Tull was the man at

yy:;'v:-':r y 2  ..v: ■  ■ ; • -: . ■ "

whose house Gowah •had found a cart" Here he is giving in
formation that should have been given earlier; he feels he 
must clarify the situation and offers this explanation^

Too, many, of the characters are unbelievable^ Temple, 
the young college co-ed, who with her fiance, Gowan Stevens, 
is forced to spend the: night at Lee Goodwin’s farmhouse, 
represents the woman who desires sex without actually becom
ing immersed in the physical gratification of her wants® She 
is unwilling to pay the price for the violence she craves<, 
Certainly, her situation is similar to that of many of Faulk- 
ner’s other women, but somehow Temple does not seem as be
lievable as even Patricia, for example, in Mosquitoes.. 
.Patricia seems to have motivation for her actions; Temple' 
does noto '

The story itself is a rather absorbing one. ,It is con
cerned primarily, with the night that Stevens and Temple 
'spend at- Gdbdwih’So; :They had come for liquor, but Stevens’ 
car had,been wrecked. At Goodwin’s they encounter Popeye;

^ Sanctuary, p0 164=
2 ■Ibid o, p= 124=
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Tommy, a moron; Mrso Goodwin, a former prostitute; and Good 
win8s father, .a deaf and blind man. All these strange peo
ple live oh the did Frenchman's place that is the- setting 
of TheSamlet, 'Temple'' 8 pend.s'. the night in horror; people 
walk around the- bedroom staring at her. Stevens had been 
drunk'when he'arrived at the farmhouse; he remains drunk, but 
becomes sober long enough to suffer a severe beating at the 
hands of Popeye. Tommy thinks of ■himself as .Temple8 s pro- 
tectoro It is in this role that he is murdered by Popeye,
.who. was molesting Temple. The 'sheriff .Vis. called by Mrs» . Good 
win. ■ bee Goodwin is immediatelyarrested■ because he has a 
former prison record; tod, he refuses to mention Popeye- since 
he is afraid of him. In addition, he does not want to bring 
Temples s name into, the picture 0 Temple has fled with Popeye, 
and she stays at a house of prostitution in Memphis„ The re
mainder of the book is concerned with Goodwin's trial and '
. eventual execution by a mob. Horace. Benbow, the .man who mar
ried Belle Mitchell; in S art or is, attempt s. ■ to save Goodwin

V but' tdv no availi :"; Goodwin is b'drhed/; by a';mobo Popeye escapes 
the crime he did commit only to suffer death on the gallows

•vVf or a :imrdef ^  ho 'part . . . V ' :
V : George Marlon O'Donnell attempted to read Sanctuary as 
, an allegory, of the Sduth. His observatiotis are interesting
enough, but some of his conclusions would appear to involve 
.̂.stretchesvdf:-the;. imagination. ■■ One cannot accept,' for example 
Temple Drake as "Southern womanhodd betrayed." She simply is



not that strong nor- convincing a character<= I have men
tioned that Popeye could represent the effect of industry 
on our modern society. But I believe that Mr, 0'Donnell?s 
"criticism gives :tlie novel much more credit than it deserves. 
It seems to me one must recognize.the fact that a novel, 
poem, any work of art must be successful on the primary level 
before It can intelligibly convey meaning on a higher level, 
The quality of writing in Sanctuary leaves much to be de- , 
sired. It reminds'one of the purple passage descriptions in 
Soldiers"* Pay, The characterization is similar to that found 
in Mosquitoes in which Faulkner paints incomplete, lifeless 
portraits, : """ ; -y - ; '

Perhaps the.most realistic character in the book is 
Senator Clarence Snopes; he is an insipid, comic creation 
who represents authority without responsibility,, Snopes is 
discussing Penbow'a candidacy for judge with Benbowt

n’Course you aint in my county no longer, but what 
I .say.a Man's friends is his ■friends, whichever way 
.they, vote, .Because a friend is a friend, and . 
whether he can do anything for me or not,

There is an elaboration.of the.Snopeses' infiltration into
Southern society (actually a preview of The .Hamlet;, which
deals entirely with the Snopeses} that has been climaxed by
the election of one"of the members of the clan to the state
senate, ■ Behbow has -known, the Snopeses since childhood:

1 Sanctuary, p, 209,
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Horace remembered him ten years ago as a hulking, 
dull yomth, son ofarestaurant-ovmers member of 

. - a family which had "been moving from the French
man 1s Bend neighborhood into Jefferson for the .

-past twenty years, in sections; a family of 
. enough ramifications to have elected him to the 
legislature witiout recourse to a public poll
ing 0 1  : . ; a:'"":Vi ’ ' ' ' - ; .

As Snopes tal'ks to Hehbpw,,; MThere emerged gradually a pic- ; 
ture of stupid chicariery and petty corruption for stupid and 
petty ends " Senator Snopes aids in the prosecution of 
Goodwin, helps the others succeed in convicting a man' for' a' 
crime he. did not commit „ and prepares him for the fiery exe-: ... 
cution by the mobSnopes gives this aid without passion, 
without conviction to the man who is the highest bidder«
Benbow lost.q ' ' .: ' . : ': 'v : ■

- In' Sanctuary -fire,- the odor of honeysuckle „ and-time 
are the objective correlatives, the objects which arouse in 
the reader the intended.emotion» Popeye, when a small child, 
escaped death by firei, Fire destroys Goodwino A symbol of 
violence in both cases, it does not have the element of pur
ification inherent in the symbol as there wasin The Sound : ■ 
and the Fury and As I Lay Dying0 The odor of honeysuckle, . 
the sickly-sweet smell signifying death, creates: an atmos
phere -of - brittle tension that mountsuntil the - characters 
are forced- to break the tensile surface by violence« It is .

1 Sanctuary, p= 2106
2'fbid.V pi '2111'
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the same type of underlying tension that is provided by the
weather•in As I hay Dying. ; The odor is linked with fire:

■ ' . ■ . ■ ■ 1 . , ■. "... slqw, smoke-like tongues of invisible honeysuckle."
The third objective qorrelative is time. The first direct
mention occurs .in the scene in which Faulkner'is describing
the tense situation preceding the lynching of a Negro. (It
is noteworthy that Faulkner neither identifies the Negro by
name nor gives any pomp or ceremony to his lynching. It is
as if Southern manhood had been led into something from which'
it knew no escape,. The mob is not etfen emotional, seems not
to care that it is ending a human life.) Faulkner describes
the country people coming into town to witness the lynching:

Slow,as sheep, they moved, tranquil, impassable 
' contemplating the fretful hurrying of those

in urban shirts and collars with the large, mild 
inscrutability of cattle or of gods, functioning 

'' outside' of time, having left time lying upoh the 
slow and imponderable land ....2

Next he describes the clock found in Temple9s room at the . .
house of prostitution:

It had only one hand, scrolled and gilded, half- ■
■ way between ten and eleven, lending to the other- ' ' ' ;
yrise blank face a quality of' unequivocal assertion, 
as though it had nothing whatever to do with time.3

Both the members of the mob'y ̂the country people, and Temple, .: '
one of the rich, have no conception of time, no idea of its

1  Sanctuary, p. 26?«
2  ibid., p. 1 3 2 . . <  • . ;■
3 Ibid., p. 177. .'
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value or meaning» But in Sanctuary this lack of understanding
. of time does not have.the Christian,significance that it-does
. in Faulkner ’s two previous novels. The reason, of course, is .
that the hovel is not successful on the first level and,
therefore,, is unacceptable on a symbolic or allegorical levelo
.Horace gives us an interpretatloh of time that may be the
same as Faulkner's: 1"'

.^Time’s not;such a bad thing after all„ Use it , ̂
V :: . ■ ' fight;, and' ̂ ou Can,-streioh anything out 3 like a 

rubber banduntil it busts somewhere, and there 
you are, with all tragedy and despair in two lit- 
• tie knots between thumb and -finger of each hand, ” 1

Time and the odor of the honeysuckle are thus combined, form-
•ing an indirect.union of the three; objective correlatives,in
the scene in which Faulkner pictures Horace’s return to his
home late at night: •
. v'; ■ ,v :.Hel̂ aIhed quietly up the drive, beginning to 

smell honeysuckle from the fenceo The house was 
dark, still, as though it were marooned in space 
by the"ebb.of all time. 2

The novel ends infmuch the same way as Sartoris, with
music, a' time art. The scene is the Luxembourg C-afdens .
where Temple and her father are sitting t . i . .

She closed the compact and from beneath her smart .
1 . . new hat. she seemed to follow with her eyes the

waves of music, to dissolve into the dying brasses, 
across the pool and the opposite semicircle of 

; \ trees: where at sombre intervals the dead tranquil u

1 Sanctuary, p= 219«
2:' Ibid . , p„ 266«
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qneems in stained marble mised, and on- into the 
. sky lying prone and vanquished in the embrace ..
. of the season of rain and death0 1  : :

• On the last page of the hook is found the first s’erions
concern with the water symhol. (death) „ In spite of the fact: , 
that these objective correlatives— fire, honeysuckle odor. 
and time^-do at times give the hovel mood and .atmosphere,! 
the purple passage and the violence without -meaning break 
through this surface and make the reader cognizant of the 

iu,fa.ct that, after - all, this is only ay story; these figures 
; are.;0 nly - f igJnents of a ywrlter rs, imaginationo Once this’ hap- ' 
penss regardless of how many allegories one may devise, the .

: ■'writer has lost the.:reader and has failed in his artistic. • ', y
intentiono

 ̂light in August /

. Artistic failure that I'aulkner implies it was ̂ Sanctuary
probably was one of the most helpful.books for Faulkner the 

■. novelist. The book evoked the realization that money and 
art, even though the combination sounds pleasant^ rest on 
opposite poles, Giving up the idea of writing for money, 
Faulkner returned to his task of presenting the society of 

.'the South; in all - Its ramification's, 'excluding neither good 
nor evil, but probing into areas untouched by the sociologist,

,y A' Sanctuary, p« 380, ■ : t::.'.' v'. y ;y , . : • ’ y-y-. '.. ,y ;; y ”y
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; v , , Ooming as it did after Sanctuary, Light in August dis
plays a perspective that Faulkner seems not to have had,in ; 
his earlier work. This new perspective permits him to strike 
the proper relationship between form and contents "between 
violence and meaning. For example9 in The Sound and the ; 

one finds, for all its virtues, that the structure,
particularly in Quentin’s,section, seems out of key with the 
content. There is so much luxuriance of language that at 
times one feels smothered in the rhetoric; One.perceives 
again the silent wish that Faulkner were not the isolated 

\ artist he .i s . "If only he, could live .with writers for a 
. time, he a part of the artistic community, he could,'eliminate 
the pocks in his otherwise masterful work.” This is the wish 
of many of us who expect just as much meticulousness in lit
erary composition as Henry lames gives us* Well, Faulkner 
did not join any artistic or esoteric group, but something '

, happened after Sanctuary (one might be speculative and call 
• that something Sanctuary Itself) which"took the pocks from ,
: 'his writing and made Light in August an artistic creation 
of rare poetic vision. If not his. best book, it shares 
honors with Absalom, Absalom!
■ In light in August the language - is admirably suited to 

the tragic theme, man’S'inhumanity to man. Dudley Fitts 
states in his preface to Greek Plays in Modern Translation 

. that "o.. modern .English shuns the ; kind.' of rhetorical ele- , 
vation which one finds'in; these tthe Greek) plays and which
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.was once .natural - enougli ■ in English itself." The Greek : 
writers', according to Fitts, were "neither embarrassed by pas - - 
sipn:nor;etfraid; of excess." We are no longer at ease, says . 
Fitts, with "splendid trappings," In an age of prose keyed 
to.-the staccato understatement of Ernest Hemingway,; Faulkner, 
is the only writer who . is ".able to underline his tragic'themes 
by -a rich, eloquent speech,: It is as if Faulkner, .after the '
barrenness of his contemporaries, has rediscovered the.Eng
lish- l a n g u a g e , . v. . y 'v' t. ' ■ : ^

Light in August is a novel comprised of many interre
lated stories, told on three, levels, . The first..level gives . ,;
us a realistic picture of modern man. The second provides 
pagan .mythologloalibpnnotaSlons:, while the,,third - re - in t erpret s : 
the Christian principles for twentieth-century man. The ele
ment that correlates the three,levels of meaning is Faulk
ner’s concept of fate,- » ; v •
. . Not thus--not yet~=>is fate’s appointed end 3 . ; .
: ifate that brings all-to pass, ' ; '

; . I must be bowed by age-long pain and grief.
So only will my bonds be loosed.
All skill,, all cunning, is as foolishness

■i;: ' before necessity,2. . ' ' A : V . \ ' ::

These are the words of Prometheus in answer to the belief by 
the.Leader that.Prometheus shall be freed.of his chains and 
be stronger than Zeus, They might also be the words of

Dudley Pitts, editor, Creek Plays in Modern Transla- 
, tion (New York: The Dial Press, 19i7)5 p» xiii, .

2 Ibid,, p, 521, ; : ■:
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. Joseph Christmass the■central figure of-Bight in August 9 

. for they, accurately depict his circumstancesb :.lBe? like 
Prometheus, is chained. The chains' of Prometheus, however, 
are actual; those of Christmas are abstract hut nonetheless
■ 'tightly.' binding, Christmas, is chained by two shacklesi his 
illegitimacy and his Hegro biood--both. when taken in context 
with modern Southern society, inescapable, Christmasf di~ ; > 
lemma is underscored by his being white. This paradox is
the crux of his existence z he cannot live. in the society of. ::
■ the white, and he '. is • unacceptable to the Negro race N The 
only exit for Christmas is death, and he- awaits his fate, 
accepts it as inevitable because he recognizes;that "All 
skill, all cunning, is as foolishness before, necessity, ”
■' ■ The book closely; resembles two Greek tragedies: Pro
metheus Bound and Medea", Christmas*" similarity to Prometheus 
'has been notedb In tone and; mood the book closely parallels 
: Medea; both are pitched to the tension of violent action.
In Faulkner *:s work,; as in Greek tragedy (particularly that ' :
Of the Furipidean school Ij, violence is symbolic of evil.
Modern man, like the. ancient Greeks, is surrounded by evil; 
and,; again like the Greeks, his evil arises out of the past, 
out of history which he can only accept. As WVM, Frohoek has 

1 pointed out, ;• in Faulkner is work the; particular • past from . 
which evil is manifested appears to be the.Civil War,' ;

W,M, Frohoek:, "The Private Versus the Public Vision," 
Southwest Review, XXXIV (Summer, 1949), 293° ■ ■ .
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These- apparent sijBllarities;:*o Greek tragedy-' should 
not lead one to believe that Faulkner is deviating from his 
depletioh; of the Christian: theme:& He is|;not 0 > His strongest.. 
eharaeter in the book, Joe Christmas? 'apparently is, not 
merely a,jChrist symbol,- as some, erities have':silggested',;. but 
the returned Christ himselfit.Such: a position, calling Christ 
mas a reincarnation, certainly.has some validity and may' be 
what Faulkner intendedo; -First of all, the-name Christmas 
would be too obvious, were Christmas merely a symbol„ Too, 
his first name is" Joseph-^Joseph^ -the hame of the husband 
of the Virgin Mary. Christmas' seeming lack of teaching or , 
:attempt to save man may be entirely in-line with the ironic 
portrait that Faulkner wishes to sketch. And by ironic, 1 -
.do not mean that Faulkner- believes Christ or Christian teach
ings are ironic. It is modern society that is ironic, and 
this society, would appear to demand an ironic concept of 
Christ.: '

Faulkner's creation has both the virtues and faults of 
modern man. Christmas, in spite of his evil, is hot com
pletely devoid of love. He makes gestures of love but is 
repelled, first by his foster parents and later by the pros
titute with whom he falls in love. But it is not the aspect 
of love that make s Faulkner' a, portrait so meaningful; : it 
is the evil that Christmas does 3 the evil that is manifested 
in Christmas'':: flights of violence.- . ' ' , - - • ;

Faulkner places his reincarnation in a world which does



not want a savior9 is unprepared to meet one, whereas in 
Christrs first appearance bn earth, great stress was placed' 
upon the preparation for the lord, Eaulkner8s creation must 
not only suffer for mankind 9 but he is deprived of any mirac
ulous teachings3 any divine power. He is even made the 
worker of evil. This interpretation of the Christ is 'simi
lar to Luther * s o Luther believed that Christ was the bear- •' 
er of all the world8s sinfulness inasmuch as Christ assumed 
the full guilt of - man in order that Hemight atone for man's 
sins. Faulkner, through,this explanation of the Christian, 
story, is. saying, that modern man has so completely lost .com
munion with good that the only acceptable Christ would be 
one who had some of man's own inherent defects, the ability . 
to be the worker of evil and, through innocence, the instru
ment of evil. This would appear to be Faulkner * s ’ dramatic 
statement, really a judgment bn modern society.

Ohristmas'aeceptanoe of his destiny has in it that. 
same longing toward death that Bayard Sartoris had« Tracing 
the 'Christian symbolism,;, one is reminded of .Christ's words 
on his coming cruelfixioh: "How ,is my .soul troubled. And
what shall I say? 'Father, save me from this hour?' No, for .
this purpose I have' come to this hour. Father, glorify thy

1  . ' ' ■ . . 1  name." ■ 1 ' 'dr.' 1 ■ : .

: John 12:27, The Nbw Testament, Revised Standard Ver
sion (New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1946), p. 228.
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Vie have already noted the similarity 'between Ohristmas8

and; Prqmetheiis8 situations „ ■ The merging of the pagan tragic
sense ,of fate and the Christian concept is one of the re™
:: markahle .f eat s of/the novel & The two eoneepts work side by- / ' :
sides ■reinforcing eaoh other,, Paul Tillieh, says of the Greek
belief'-of. Cate t v v' y ' ■ ■ ■ ■ -t

.■ To the Greek "the struggle against fate was 
Unavoidable 3 for fate had for him demonic qual~

: itles:« It was a holy and destructive power„ "
It ehtangied him in an objective guilt that was 
working out its baleful- consequences without re
gard for the individual subject„ avenging his 
guilt by.dire punishment even though the guilt. ■

: was: hot’a: 'matter of freedom a-*- ' V:
Ohristianity, on the other hand, does not give fate a de- 
mOhio.puality„ ■ As tillich says s nThe victory of- Christianity' v 
is the victory of the idea that the world is a divine cre
ation over the belief in the resisting power•of an eternal

2  . V  ."i: ■ . : , , , ' " • '
mitteron . Faulkner seems to use the Christian Interpreta-
: tIon ihasmuoh as fate: to,, him is not a demonic quality, but 
a handmaid of grace, a means to salvation<> His characters, 
do not object to their 'destiny; they long for it„ The Greek 
tragic atmosphere provides the setting for the violence 
necessary for- the ■ purging of the evil in. the .characters«,
■ . One of the.most.interesting phenomena of Light in
August;is, the paradox!oal presentation of Joe Christmas,

^Tillich, The Protestant Era, p0



On tile Christian symbolic' levels Christmas is at least a 
Christ symbol, If not the twentieth-century felnearnation0 ’ 
On the level of reality,' Christmas is a villain. He par- 
tlc'ipates,-in extra-legal situations, is a bootlegger and a 
murderero The two Christians.in the book are Byron Bunch 
and Lena, Byron Bunch, a :.Wrker at the Idmber mill, falls 
in love with Lena who came to the lumber mill seeking the 
father of,her\unborn dhild. The father of the child is Joe; 
Brown, the disciple of Joe Christmas in the bootlegging busi 
.nessi Brown has taken flight .and escaped to Jefferson, 
lena has come across the country, begging rides' in an ef
fort to locate Brown,, She. still has. a blind faith in him, 
does not seem to worry about traveling in her condition, be
lieves the lord will take care of her. Bunch sees the 
tragic situation arid- aids Lena in her time of need. They 
are the only true Christians in the book and, significantly 
enough, both are close to the true nature of things, close 
to the earth as Dilsey was'in The Sound and the Bury, But 
as, Dilsey, they emerge only as symbols tiiat the Christian 
faith is not completely dormantOne does not believe that 
the faith of Byron arid'-lena points tO the possibility of a 
rebirth; Faulkner merely says that the faith is not dead, 
that a new. concept : is, needed, for a revitalization,

I mentioned earlier that Light in August consists of 
several interrelated stories, I would like to. discuss this' 
a little more thoroughly at this point because some critics,
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while praising the language and individual sections in the 
book, have asserted that; the novel is not structurally per
fect » The individual stories :deal with (1) the flight from 
life by Joe Christmas, (2 )' the pursuit by Lena of the father 
of her child, (3 ) the death in life existence of the Rever- , 
end Mr. Hightower„ This; division is, of course, an arbi
trary one inasmuch as Faulkner has the power to bring all 
his characters to life; and as such, each character has a 
story. I am thinking particularly of Grimm, the young ex- 
soldier who prepared the crucifixion of Christmas -

The; events of Christmas * life are' traced not in chrono
logical order, but in‘an order that provides for a more 
dramatic awareness of his characterHis life story is one 
of flight from security. His struggles against life are so 
excruciating, so Irroughf^ithvpaiu and-':suffering that the 
reader is filled with exhaustion at the completion of the 
book so much has he suffered along with Christmas, so re
alistically has Faulkner depicted his trials. His flight 
has always been in one direction:

... straight as a surveyor's line .... Yet he 
is hot hurrying. He is like a man who knows 

; where he is and where he wants to go and how
much time to the: exact minute he has to go in. •:

Christmas8 continual flight should not be construed as an
attempt to escape fate. He. was actually running toward it.

• j Light in August, p. 320.■ ■ ; , ;
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It is K8  -if he accepts his guilt and desires his punishment» 
In this attitude Christmas is representative of Christian 
, theologyo Emil' Brunner;: says} of 'man'̂ s ghllt: - : . 7: :

When the idea of guilt is taken seriously 
this step. has. heen takeno We are all guilty|. and v •

, to be guilty ■means to fall under the divine' con- .7
- ; denmatioh, -'and to fall under it to such an hk- '

tent that.eyery attekpt dt.human flight is impos
sible o If " evil is'once oqnoeifed as sin against , ,,

; God s .and hence as determining man as a whole, ' _
'■ V then there can be no question of any idea of

self-redemption, in any form whatever- Moreover, 
if sin is regarded as guilt, then the unfavorable

- v vefdiot' li'es,,;beyond̂  h reaoh; it comes with .
, . ' - the nebessity of Eate; -'for!: "gullt7 means that the 

fate cannot be alteredo Guilt is an Inescapable 
necessity of punishment= 1

Certainly this■conception' wbuld apply to Christmas and 
many of Faulkner’s other characters„ Bayard Sartoris par
ticular ly■oomes to mind. Christmas’ life (he really does 
not desire life in the first place) makes him the worker of 
evil* ' He' becomes involved with' Mrs®. Burden, a Northern woman 
who owns a large house near the outskirts of Jefferson, the 
setting: of the story. 'Mrs. Burden is interested in the Negro 
cause; she supports the Negro schools and colleges„ Christ- 
mas rents/;one of the' cottages- located on her property from 
which he conducts his bootleg business in liquor.' He and 
Mrs. Burden have a strange,. almost mystic affair which.eul- , 
minateS. in the murder of Mrs. Burden and the destruction of

d Emil Brunner. The Mediator9 (Philadelphia? The West
minster Press, 1947), p. :■;/■' ; ■ .; / ' ;7: , ’ -
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: ' -h.©3? home by. fire« Christmas takes flight,. He is betrayed 
(he prediets that his diseiple3 Brows will betray him— in. 
■.■esseh.ee'-.the ■.same type' ■of prediotion: that Christ made to his . ■ 
disciples) by Joe Browns who’ wants the reward offered for 
the capit.nre. of Christmas. ■ ■ : y r': y'

The strong paradoxical situation involved in the search 
.and eventual execution of Christmas is symbolic of the South
ern confusion over the racial question. ; The. townspeople of 
Jefferson had shunned Mrs. Burden while she was alive be- 
■ capse' -Of ,her;- Hegr0 :: sympathies. ' Once she is, murdered s they ■ 
are indignant that theiculprit should be a Negro. They for
get her lack ef appreciation of the .white supremacy cause "/"■ 
and think.of her only as the emblematic, "white woman raped 
by a damn n ig g er T h e y forget that to.Mrs, Burden the fact ■ 
that the.man was a Negro would have, meant no difference what
soever. There are similarities between the death of Christ
mas' and the gelding' of Benjy. y Crimm, the:young9 . mechanical 
mock hero 5 has not finished the execution of Christmas even 
though he has fired five shots into his body;

When.the others reached:the kitchen they saw the 
- table f lung aside how and Grimm-stooping over the : fv 

body. .When they approached to see what he was 
about j, they saw that the man was not dead yet „
.■and when' they saw what. Grimm was doing one of the 
men gave a choked cry and stumbled back into the . 
wall and began to vomit. Then Grimm too sprang 
back, flinging behind him the bloody butcher, 
knife. ■ "Now. you111 1  let white women: alone s even .
in Heilg "■ he'said. „ o o For a moment he I Christmas}



• ''looked, up-ai theffl'with peaceful and. 1 unfathomable 
- unbearable eyes. Then M s  faces bodys alls 

; , seemed to collapse 0 ««o.l . 1

The deseriptlon of Ohrlstmas ' just before his death■is remi
niscent of,the .portrait of Ghrist upon the cross.o. 'Christ 
was peaceful, yet was.suffering„ He was•happy too,•for he 

; wa s re turning 'to tils/-Father in tieayen* . • ' . ' ' .
Lena’s story,is an interesting one but is not of suffi

cient importance to relate entirely„ I have mentioned that 
.! she is a character of the earths a, 'creature of blind, faitho- 
She never succeeds in holding Joe Brown, even though Brown 
is forced, to. see Lena after :the tiirth of their child« But 
he escapes through, the back window of the cabin on the Bur- .
:den place where the child' was born0 Lena and' Christmas never 
meet .each other , in the .novel,, but their stories are closely , 
related. Brown betrays both of them; both of them make use 
of the cottage bn the Burden property. But even more•im~ ' 
portant, they are complements to each other. Lena repre
sents the innocent person who may be- used as an instrument 
of evil; Christmas represents, evil itself. Christmas brings 
out the evil in others; Lena (except in the ..case, of -Brown) 
brings but the best .dualities:. The two, lives afe; drawn to- :

- .gether even,more' importantly 3 however s' in the last scenes of
- the ' novel. : On. the. .day ' of 'Christmas ’ execution, 'Lena’s child .

 ̂Light in August,' 'p. 439°'



is borno This is the structural device that ties the two 
stories together and emphasizes Faulkner’s belief that out 
of .the chaos of, the present order may arise .a better 
Christian society, forhena's child is only a bastard while 
:0 hristmaa•was eursed'oh two counts r being a bastard and 
being a Negro„ This does not in any'way mean that Faulkner 
’ Considers Negro blood evil0 He is, using this means to show 
us that man frequently invents evil symbols to conceal his , 
own fear and ignorance of what is not really evil at all0 

■ ' . .:The particular meaning that Faulkner' intended to convey
in presenting the picture of the Reverend MT, ,HightoWer is. .
: rather puzzling0. t'hightbwer : remihds;;one a - good' deal "of1:;. ; 
Doctor Mahon in Soldiers8 Pay. Doctor Mahon, it will be re- 
'membered, represented "the- impotenbe of the church in his 
particular society0 Hightower may be the same kind of rep
resentative c His original difficulty stemmed from the fact 
that he: Was, unable to satisfy his wife's sexual demands»
She was, therefore, forced to go to other places„ When his 
wifeis- name • occupied the headlines of the' paper telling of 
her suicide or accidental death suffered from jumping from 
a hotel window, the ugly details in all their journalistic 
- horror were made known. There had been a drunk man in the 
hotel room with hero At that time Hightower was minister .

: at the churcho The people wanted him to. resign immediately , 
but Hightower continued until they forced him out„ He had 
falien in love with lefferson and/could not leaveo He
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lingered on, talking to Byron Bundi, advising him .concern
ing his aid to pLena,,/ When'Byron thrtvsts responsibility upon 

. Hightower by saying that the Reverend is a man of God, High
tower replies s am hot a\ man of, God. And not through my
desire.o Remember that . Rot of my own ehoice that I am no
longer a man of God."' His ambition5 the one ambition in 
his life, to preaoh in Jefferson, crushed, Hightower is a 
floating soul whose existence vis:;oloser to death than to life. 
He would appear to be the symbol of the churches which have 
deviated so much from the true Christian concepts that they 
no longer honor the word love. , \

Faulkner again uses the theme of time as he has in his
other'bookso All his characters have the feeling that time 
is hanging about their destinies.' A symbol of Hightower * s 
fall from the Christian concept is his failure to value time. 
As.I have pointed out 3 an appreciation of time.is necessary 
for the Christian, inasmuch as Christianity places a positive 
valuation on time. Joe Christmas.in his flight from the of
ficers - after committing his crime,; feels that time has been . 
juxtaposed, that order has been destroyed;
v . .Timey the spaces of light and dark, had long since . 

lost orderliness. It would be either one now, 
seemingly at an instant, between two movements of 

. the eyelids, without warning. He could never know 
when he would pass from one to the Other, when he 
would find that he had been asleep without remem- 

. .bering having . l a i n - d o w n . ; v . :

3- Bight in August, p. 345» 2  Ibid., p. 315=



TMs loss’ of order in time is for Christmas an actual pre= - .
■fi'ew of M s  eventual destruetions Faulkner also uses another
■ element that; He has used, hefore ̂ f ir@ 0 Yflien Joe : 0hristaas r ; : 
after' killing W s 0 Burdena burns her house 8 Faulkner is us- 
ing th® Blblieal eoneept .of f ire as the purif ieation agent ■■
. to erase Ghristmas?" crime & Ghr istmas apparently is MOti**' 
Yated by a subconscious belief that fire (destruction) will 
right a wronge As. such he seems, to: represent modern man "
.who would appear to believe that destruction must precede , ' 
construetionB : It is the negative approachQ Faulkner is say- 
'ing■that we meed'a re-examinationp perhaps only a reiteration
■ of .our Ghristian faitho> ■ ■ . :■ .i . . : ; ' " :

^Something is going to happen t# meo I have got myself 
stretched out too far'and too thin and something is going to
bust g ® - says the reporter, the een.tral character in Pylon,' V
■ : : ' ' ■ ■ . ' : ■ ■ ' ' I; . : ' " f ' " . '
Faulkner8 s eighth published novel o ■ But nothing did happen0

There was no climax, and after a time there was mb longer 
even suspense because theVpharabters: ̂ ere already .so hope
lessly lost that the reader did not need to worry about some
thing worse coming 8 . 1 eng 0' The lack of climax and monotony 
in texture are the chief reasons for Faulkner ’.s failure in 
the bookb In addition some of the statements are ambiguous0

/ .Wiliiam Faulknera Pyiom (Rew-'gbrk? Harrison Smith
and Robert Haas, Inc 0 p ® 300<, -



;Hew©ver s■ tke 'book is ■ imt@res.tlag f or a numiDer of reasonso 
It gives us a good pieture of the mechanical counterpart of 
SteiBi3eek9s dispossesseds. some satiric glimpses of modern 
society's, and another of Faulkner9 s experiments in language e 
Blmce Fylon Is not a work of art in itself> 1  should like 
to place emphasis here primarily on the development of 
Faulkner9 s' concern with the mechanical’ characters who were 
suggestive of Bayard Sartoriss Josh and.others s and his in- 
mo vat ions in languageo ' ■ •

The chief figures in the story, centered around an 
airplane race at the dedication of a new airport, are the 
reporter, who remains nameless to the readeri •Jack Holmes$, 
the parachute jumpery Shumann, the pilot; Laverne5 Shu- 
;jmnn$s: wifei' and Jiggs, Shumann9 s mechanic & All these per
sons are virtually free.from family ties, and in this re- 
speot. Pylon and .Light in August represent a change from 
Faulkner9s previous work which was always .(even in the ease 
.Of;ios4uitoes) eehtered around the family groupc The flyers 
and their wives are the carnival people of the airQ They 

:’nave 1  ::ii u'' ;. .: : ■ ■ ' v ' ' ; : \
: Ho ties; no place where they were born and have

to go hack to it now and then,even if it5s just 
l-only to hate the damn place good and comfortable /
; for a day Or twoQ From coast to coast and Canada 
in summer and Mexico in winterwith one suitcase - ;■

■; and the- same- canopener >0 o e •
Even the reporter , the, man who. expresses concern over their



plight, is a member of the vast populace in the twentieth 
century of the dispossessed in both things spiritual and 
materialc Like the tragic Bundren family, these flyers 
meet with all-the despair of the modern world and are un
able to cope with it0 . They lack the necessary equipment to 
get along in a society in which' one dare not be innocent or 
else he may become unwittingly the'tool of evil0 The re
porter, for example, is a tool of evil when he helps Shumann 
: 'tp :mbtaih another \ racing . plane' af tef ' a crash has- destr oyed 
Shumann*s.craft„ The reporter knew* the ship was risky, but 
Shthnahn wanted nLt „ : When; Shumann, after rounding the last 
pylon, crashed .Info : the lake, the reporter realized that he . 
had been an instrument in Shumann?s death.

The characters are pictured as automatons, not con
ceived by human flesh but composed of rocker arms and pis
tons «' The concern'with the mechanical begins on the first 
page•and is carried out through; the novelo Speaking of fly-• 
efs,' T’attlkner says they were » mechanical instead of . 
blood bone and meat, speaking ;to .one; another in vicious .
; V ; : ■ 1  ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ' . ■ : ' ■hlghpitched ejaculations Jiggs is described as

immobile:, - like one of the dummy figures which are
wheeled out of slumdistriot Stores and pawnshops at eight 
::: - ',2 y : ;  .
AoMo . oo'1’ The attendants at the grandstands are said to

-1- Pylon, p.o 25 o 2 Ibid,, p, 126,
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have "o o o consisted of torsos alohe'and fto/have rnnj on '
' : . • : . ' . ■ ' . : ■' . Iwires for no pnrpose and toward no discernible .destination^”

The mechanical things that dictate the pattern of modern
man's life are illustrated by the scene jnst after Shumann* s
first crash:;. ; 1 ■ - ' '

: The reporter began' to run:; it was not the 
crash' that he heard; it was: a single long exhala
tion. of human breath as though the microphone had 

:: 1 - reached . out and: caught that too out of :all the .• : air: which people had ever breathed»̂
Strangely pnotigh $;:these-:mechanical creatures behave as 
■ Spiritso Surrounding each of them is an ethereal atmosphere, 
in which the inhabitants seem to be free'of any entangle
ments of the human race.' The flyers never worry about money; : 
neither does the reporter. Winning races, drinking— the : 
oircle ,1 s a vicious one with no time left for life. : ' •

Faulkner’s. attempt at Satire in the novel is unsuccess
ful. The..situations. are good, but the treatment is not . 
Colonel Feinman, the pompous figure to whom the airport is 
.dedicated, is .the chairman, of the sewage board. He has a 
young, ;officious male secretary who.is effeminate. Faulk- , 
ner pokes, fun at both of them, but the reader never laughs.
; The same t ype of humor that '.'Faulkner attempt ed , in • Ifetsquitoes, 
it fails again ' in’Fylon. '/ ' : ' .i;

' ■ : 1: : ;;r :: ' : ' ,
■ ■ 2  Ibld; , ^  : i l-i /, ' '
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One of the chief annoyances in the book is Eaulkner8 s 
experimentation in language, his combining words without 
the use of the hyphen*. On the first page we find the fol
lowing examples: ?twihdowbaseiSI-"greasestained.,f? ?? slant-

,■ \ v . ^ : ■' i ■ - ■ .shimmeredcountryllfe $ and ’’dayeolored„ n . . By the time

Mosquitoes o' But then .Faulkner is using a setting other than.

phisticated.'writing,, His failure is not surprising

Wild- Palms$v>' ; \ y ' /'
»>o maybe oo0 she just thought that that was the 

' . way it i fmarried"life) was--that you was either 
V ;mmried ,aiid wbrd down with housework to where 
: your husband was just the guy that twotimed you

and you,knew.it and all you could do about it was 
. ,; i : nagiatv while he was awake. and go. through' his ;
" C l o t h e s  while he was asleep to see if you found 
•/'•i any hairpins or letters oh <> in. his pockets, and 
' then cry and moan about him 6», while he was -

gone o o o o3 : ' i'":-: . .h;'" .;v: : -'h: : v i

î  Pylon, po 7q ' 3 Pylon, p„ 277»

tie ..sickiof' the'.deVice 
slows down the reading

the reader has reached the last page, he is more, than a lit
tle .-sicfc.'iof' the'.deVice o ' It seems' to ac 
slows down the -reading pace considerab]
ing thing is that all the characters say ^yair" ror ”yean..:,r •; 
The . language of -, the book r eminds one of. the language in

: Toknapatawpha. 0 ounty and is making another attempt at so-

'. -A preview ol laulknert s. exploration of: •mbdern love in 
The Wild Bairns is found in Pylon* laverne? s concept of
married love is.practically the same as Charlotte's in The

House', ;1939), ■ 339 pp
? William Faulkner, The Wild Palms . (New York: Random
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. Perhaps the reason that the figures- in Pylon are members of 
the dispossessed is their inability to have any real love8 

any real concern over anything bat the mechanical airplanes, 
in which they flew. ■ :•



CHAPTER 'IY

- : ;SESGE(BHAT10N, LOYE9 AED THE H l W

- ' Absalom, Absalom;

The aviation obsession phrged from his. system in Pylon9 

Zanlkner returned to. telling the story of Yoknapatawpha 
County in his next novel, Absalom, Absalom! . Perhaps there 
is 'a patternt Mosquitoes and Pylon were 'attempts, at so
phisticated sitings both having as their setting.Mew Or-; 
leanso- After Mosquitoes.came the successful book, Sartoris5 

and after Pylon came Absalom, Absalom!, the novel that ranks 
with Light in August among Faulkner’s best writings„ This' 
ninth novel explores the. conscience of the South,, James 
Joyce set out to forge the uncreated conscience of his race; 
Faulkner’s job was to clarify a Muddled and confused con
science of a society that had too much conscience in the 
f irst place o r In Absalom, Absalom! this exploration reaches 
its most incisive and penetrating conclusions«

• The theme of the story, the ruin brought on the Sutpen 
family by Thomas Sutpen ’ s pride and ambition, is developed 
in what might be- called a ’’depth impression” method $ a 
method in which chronology is unimportant„ This method 
permits a blending of past and present (almost a fusion);



•fchesignif 1  eano.e of events alone, determines the order, in 
wtiieh fliey are told „ Suoh a method, if. the story be told 
through, one■ viewpoint, eould bring about a situation in V:; g. 
which the interest might be packed ;in the first few chapters 
and the remainder be the denoument.- By.the use of a shifting 
:viewpoint character (each character being impressed by dif
ferent events). Faulkner: manages, however, to create suspense 
and hold, the reader' s' interest until the last page . ■ ■

.'This shifting viewpoint also enables him to examine in 
minute detail.the feelings of representative Southerners.
Miss Rosa Goldfield, Sutpeh’s sister-in-law, is the symbol 
of the pure, white Southern womanhood„ Quentin Compson, 
the symbol of aesthetic despair in The Sound and the Fury, 
is the model of the confused arid-bewildered Southern youth 
who cannot face the'present because they are too entangled 
in the past. Orientin8s father Is'the fatalist who believes • 
that bis personal'perplexity is a part\of the general 
Southern doom. Ouenhin's rodmmate at harvard, Shreve ' 
1/b.Oannohipisthevoice of . the Northerner who seeks through 
•an.oversimplification an understanding of the Southern- pat
tern. These various viewpoints are. ooaleseed.. by Faulkner 
through Oriehtiri.:. Quentin talks with Rosa, bis father, and 
his roommate about "Sutpen's Erindred," its. origin, - its de- , 
velbpment ̂ its eventual destruction by fire— the rise and 
fall of. a Southern aristocrat. . :

The characterization of Sutpen is perhaps- the best that
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latil]sti.er ‘ tta@.. ever done ba a person of high social level. In 
‘Sartoris Old Bayard does,not emerge as a distinot individn- 
alf he lacks motivation for some of his actions„ Quentin’s 
father (in The Sound and the fury) Is another example of a 
hazy portrait, Sutpen, however, is distinct, alive; his 
behaviour pattern,is examined thoroughly, traced back to 
his: chiIdhood,: Baulkner tells us that,Sutpen was born of;, : 
poor whites in West Virginia, then migrated south. His 
ambition to build the magnifioent edifice he constructed 
twelve miles from Iefferson stemmed from the;fact that he 
was once told to use the back,door rather than the front 
door (told by a Negro) of the plantation house on which he 
and his father worked:. He then determined to build a- f iner ' 
house and; have even more slaves than his employer, Arriv
ing in Jefferson from Haiti, where he had made his fortune, 
he;built his house, His, marriage to Ellen Coldfield was, 
merely a step on the road to the social position he desired; 
no love' was involved,,

He took by force everything he desired,• He toyed with 
any lives he wished used people, then discarded them, after; 
his purpose was achieved, Sutpen8s overpowering ambition 
prompted many to think Of him'as a demon, Rosa Coldfield 
said-,that; Sutpen, ”,,, being a demon, would therefore be 
impervious to shot and shell and so would return [from the
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Gitri'War3ow . He Is also ruthless? "... if untamed be
synonymous with .'wild,? then ’gutpen? is the silent unsleep- 
ing. viciousness of the tamer * s lash." Pride is the cause 
of his downfall; Rosa describes it as "the.accelerating 
circle * s fatal curving course of his lust for vain magnifi- 
cence . . This lust is manifested in the large house 
which-he builts in the elaborate furnishings, even in his 
'choosing lllen 0 Oldfield--she could give him acceptability, 
by society. Sutpen8 s lack of Christianity is shown in his . 
belief that his downfall was due to a mistake he'has made , 
and not to moral retribution. As Quentin tells Shreve,

o.o must have felt and heard the design-“house, 
position, posterity and all— come down like it 
had been built' out: of smoke, making no sound5 

creating no: rush of displaced air and not even 
leaving any debris. And he not calling it
retribution,.no sins op the father come home to
roost; not even calling it bad luck, but just a 

; ' '.mistake: that mistake which he oould not dis- 
, cover.4
-Hehry 'Sutpen, : soh of Thomas and . Bllen, took the same 

pride in his sister’s virginity that Quentin took in Can
dace fs in The' Sound and the Pury:

Henry was the provincial, the clown almost, given 
to instinctive and violent action,rather than to 
thinking who may have been conscious that his 
fierce provincial’s pride in his sister’s

 ̂Absalom, AbsalomI, p. 1691  ̂Ibid., p. 162.
tu 2 Ibid.i p.il56. . ■ 4 Ibid., p. 26?.
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iriTginity was a false quantity which must In™' 
corporate in itself an inability to endure in 
order:to be•previous? to exist, and so jpast de
pend upon its lossy absence, to bave existed' at ,
all. In fact, perhaps this is the pure and 
perfect incest: the brother realized that the 
sister1 S; virginity must be destroyed in order to 
have.existed at all . . . . 1

The brother-sister love, so possessive that it excludes 
even the rest of the family, was 'found in- Sartor is s Mos- 
.quito.es, and The Sound and the fury. A kind of over-emphasis 
of family'love, it perhaps precludes the possibility of any 
successful love outside the family. This awareness of fam- ■ 
ily is certainly an obsession with Faulkner in all his 
work., and' It reaches perhaps the highest level of interest . 
in Absalom, Absalom!. , ■ .. . ' > ■

Henry’s role in the .novel is a complex one. Charles 
Bon is his best friend; as such, Bon would be the natural 
choice for the. husband of the .sister, Judith. Only later: 
does Henry learn (through his father): that Bon is his 
brother,' the son of Thomas Sutpen arid the daughter of a 
Haitian plant er v . Buzz led. - and confused, Henry (so much does 
he love both Bon and Judith) is even willing to permit their 
incestuous marriage.. It is only when his father, then a 
' colonel in the Oivil War, calls Henry into regimental head
quarters and tells him that Bon is part Negro that Henry 
decides the marriage is impossible. When Henry returns to

< Absalom, AbsalomI, p. 96.
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Bon (he and Bon enlisted, together) and tells him of his de
cision, Bon replies, "Bo it's the miscegenation, not the 
incest, which you cant":., bear." The following Christmas 
Henry and Bon return- to the house; Henry:rehounces his 
birthright and later kills Bon.' Henryks action is symbolic 
of the confusion of the conscience of Southern youth; he 
can be ^liberal" even so far as permitting incest but, his 
mind, carved in the tradition,, rebels at the thought of his 
si'steris .sharing...the ;bridel, chamber with a Regro. Henry’s 
renunciation of his-father’s house leaves Set pen without a 
male heirp'hence:Sutpenis-:pr0 :po|al to Rosa Coldfield (Ellen 
has. died, and Sutpen suggests that Rosa have a child; if it 
is a maley;r tley; wpuld'i' be 'zmrriedl 'and his affair with Hilly ' 
lone s.''with the results: Rosa is insulted and returns to
Jefferson;bWash Jones, grandfather of Hillykills Sutpen, 
Hilly, and the child of Sutpen and Hilly. The title of the 
novel is almost a cry of despairr Absalom, Absalom!, my 
son, my son. . ■ ■ ; . ' •

.. The destruction of the house of Sutpen is symbolic of 
the ..fall of the South/ and the sins, of Sutpen . and his family 
are the sins of Southern men and women. The South had at
tempted too magnifloeht a structure, had too much :pride-. ;' . 
Goodhue Coldfield, Puritan father Of Ellen and Rosa, boards 
himself up in an attic room of his home soon ■after the

1 Absalom, Absalom!, p.’ 356.
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Oivil War begins . . . . - . . . : \
oo» so he would not he present on that day when 

, the South' would realize that' it was now paying :
for having erected its' economic edifice ''

not on the. rock of stern morality but on the t • .
shifting sands of opportunism and moral brigandage0 .

The “moral brigandageM refers 9 of course, to slavery.
Bfro Coldfield’s action is symbolic of the ’Southern:'conscience''.. -
at work, essentially a Puritan conscience that closely par- "
- all.els ' the .Ptsritan, ideals of some of Hawthorne * s characters«
The South’s conception of the female is also enveloped in,
.'inextricable chaos. As Quentin’8s father. said, ’’Tears ago
■we in the'South made our women into ladies. Then the War
; . :. •> . 'q.- q ■ " t • . ; ’ 2  ■ ■;came and. made the ladies into ghosts ,...." The conception
'of. virginity, the horror at the possibility of the Negro .
sleeping with the. white woman— this placing all white women ;
on a pedestai--ls a central part of the Southern confusion
:Which' Paulkner examines, in Absalom, Absalom! • .Because - of
this confusion,.Henry,cannot cope with his problem. Because

: of'the’same confusion 3 Negroes are lynched without passion ;
(in: Sanctuary). These obsessions and, confusions make the :
South a legendary nation that looks to the past.for its
gibry; .: its future' is accepted as doomed. Bosa Says '

... what creature in the South since 1861,
: . man woman nigger .. or mule, . had had time or • . ;. . . ' , ;;

, - ■ Absalom,' Absalom!', p.. 260.. , ■ : • .■
 ̂.Ibid. , p. 19o \ ; .



opportunity not only to have been voting, but 
to have heard what •Pein!s:: young was •■like from '
those who .had.4-1 : ' :

The war drought unbearable reality to Rosa and others:
: n:o o o the stable ■ world" we . had been taught to know ; V. -
dissolved in fire and smoke until peace and se- - 
purity were gone, and pride and hope 2 and there 
was left,only maimed honor’s veterans, and love.
Ye s, , there: ■sh.pu.ld.> • "there- m u st s be love and ' faith: 
these left 'US "by f at he r s husbands a sweethearts, 
brothers, who parried'the pride and the hope of 
. peace in honor? s yangUard.. as they did the ■
■ flags oooTZTy ' ' :V': v-;-"'

But love and faith— even these,words had lost their meanings 
, after the terrible rdin of the wart' ' The South - suffered the 
shook 'of reality? and reality was the thing that it wanted 
to evadê  ffloSt.o But: Faulkner insists - in the' novel ' as he bas 
in his others,'that the Northerner cannot understand,the 
problem,, a Shreve> the representative of the; North, says: ; ■

:î We don't live, among defeated grandfathers' and ■
■: / freed slaves {or have. I got. it backwardand was . . ■ , :

.it - your folks that are - free and the niggers that 
losti} and bullets in the dining room table and 
such, to be always reminding:' us to never forget,

'.g. ;iltoat: is it? something, you;live and ..breathe in ■ ; : 
■like air? a kind of vacuum filled with wraithlike ■ 
and indomitable anger and pride and. glory at and 
in happenings that occurred and ceased fifty years 

I' V ,, ago?' a rkind of entailed . birthright father and,, son ■ \ / 
. , ani •father and son of never forgiving General Sher- . 

man, so that foreyermore as long as your children’s 
. children produce children you won’t be anything but 
a: deseehdant of a' long ' line of colonels, killed in : 
Pickett’s charge at,Manassas?”3 -

1 Absalom, Absalom!, p0 i9p»
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Quentin answers, "You can’t understand it, /You would have
■ . ; ': ' ; ' ' ■ : . 1  ... ■ • : . • ' ■ • ■ ■■': ■ ■ ■ : ■ 
to be horn there." The loss of the war and the downfall
of Sutpeh;'are brought into definite relationship by Quentin,
who believes that Rosa wishes to tell him the story of the
Butpehs so that he may retell it; -

It?s because she wants it told, he . thought., 
so that .people whom she" will never see and whose 
names she will never/hear ... will read it.and 

, know at last why God let us lose the Warr that 
, . only through the blood of our men and the tears.

of our women could He "stay this demon [Sutpen]
and efface his name and lineage from the earth. 2

ihe oonfusion of the Southern conscience extends into
the religious realm. The characters in the novel, constantly
think in Christian symbols. These religious images which.•
iaulknei employs to enrich the presentation of'the Sutpen ■
story and to display additional elements in the Southern
conspience are:used early in the book, I have mentioned : ■
Quentin's suspicion that God made the South lose the war.
-Eenry: also has - this same oomoeptioh of .Southern defeats

”»«« it_ wont be much. longer now and then we "wont 
■ have anythihg./ left: honor nor pride nor God since 
God quit us four years.ago only He never thought 
it necessary to tell us; no shoes nor clothes and ~ 
no need for them; not only no land to make.food 
out: of but no-;need for' the food and when you donty 
have God an~honor and pride, notking ma11efs...,

T Absalom, Absalom!, p. 361.
. 2 ibid. , p. 11. ':/.-i//-:' v'Vd 
. i Ibid., p. 354o'/
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Rosa 8 0 8 8 '' Goa6s ;tiarî at: work In the eurseon the Coldfield 
family, - which is doomed ;not, only to live in a dead land but 
also: is doomed to be a part of the Sutpeh design." , Charles 
Bon, showing Henry a' house of ,prostitution in New Orleans„ 
talks:,- about man*8 assumption of God’s role in, saving the 
octoroons, . then discusses the ':Anglo-Saxon conception of
: ■ ; . v :. . , , ;  . ■' ■' . , ■ - . ■ • 2

lust and it s' dssooiht ion with the' fall from grace. Quen
tin.’s grandfather is interested, in the parable, ’’Suff er 
little ' Children : tO: come unto Me a ” He wonder s what Christ v 
meant by theI words, and ponders the ironical context if 
' children must suffer before' oomihg to. Christ = Compared to 
Christ is .Thomas' gut pen, ” treadiiig the thorny and flint-
paved path toward Gethsemane 0»= where he'had crucified him-
.y . ' : 4,' ., y.A.'y:; ft,.- :;1 y'V /.'.A. . A.y

self „ o o o” And Quentin’s father .looks at Sutpen and - thinks
" . a- f ine proud many If God Himself was to come down and
ride the natural earth, that’s what he would aim to look
like o '” : Sutpen Is - also' compar ed to Abraham: '

.o 0 the,old Abraham full of years and weak and 
incapable now of further■harm, caught at last and ‘ 
the captains and the collectors saying, ’’Old man, 
we don’t want you” and Abraham would say, ’’Praise 

’ / the Lord, I have; raised : me - sons to bear the burden
of mine inifiuities and persecutions 0 0 0 0 °

,1 Absalom, .Abs.alOmX, p. 210 . • 4 ibid0 , p= 209<.
-: Ibid. ,' po 116o . ' t , : : 5 Ibid0, p0 282.

3 Ibid. p .  198o 6 Ibid. j :p . ' 325 o



The religious images give depth to the characterization in 
the hovel-9 and also' illusthate the Southern concern over re
ligious matterso.. The South, however, has deviated so far 
from Christian principles that the concern is negative in 
nature 0 - v  ̂ / hi, '

Time and fate again occupy a position of great philosoph
ical importance in this work, ’All the characters fit into a 
central f?destinyh which; they may only follow and a c c e p t , 
They never fight against their fate and rarely question the 
righteousness of their destiny, Their, lives are a part of 
the Southern pattern; the whole South is doomed; hence the 
individual philosophy is bound to be fatalistic, Sutpen, 
fpr example, accepts his death at Wash’s hands as if he 
could do nothing else, In the same manner,- Bon and Henry 
-play their roles as if they were puppets being manipulated 
by an unseen power, Clytemnestra Sutpen, daughter of Thomas 
Sutpen and a Negro slave, waits three months before Rosa 
returns from town to get Henry, waits and watches and has 
the kindling ready .to start the fire, to - destroy the house as . 
she knows she must„ Even Quentin and, to a lesser extent, 
Shreve accept the basic doom of the South, It is as if all 
the characters admit to a basic guilt and. were only awaiting . 
the inevitable.punishmento Such a:situation has been noted 
previously, in-Light in August ,

The objective.correlatives of the novel are water, 
music, fire, and the odor-of wistaria. The water symbol is
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first tised. at Sllen's wedding'. Having the same significance
as : ih S’anlkner ’ s :<3th:er ...wdrfi: ?; it v is: a death symbol „ Faulkner
takes particular pains to bring, onr attention to the associ-
:;at ion bet-Mreen, tedrs and rain so that #e may be conscious of
this daath symbol.-: - ; : . ' v t  ■

Ellen seems to have Ontered the church that night 
out of weeping as though out of rain, gone through 

t ,;V ' the ceretiony and then walked back out of the -.
. church and into the weeping again, the tears

again, the same tears even, the same rain« "She 
• ' got into a carriage arid departed in it (theirairi}' ; .

for Sutpen5 s hundred.1 ,
:The; use : of the symbol is practically the same as in The
Sound and the Eury in which Benjy sees rain as death. A
premonition of Quentin's death urge and eventual suicide
(one must, remember that the action in Absalom, Absalom!
occurs before that in The Sound and the Eury) is given in
Queritiri's musing On the water symbol: ..

Maybe nothing;ever happens once and is finished.
Jfeybe■happeri is never once but like ripples maybe

■ on water after the pebble sIrik's, the .ripples moving 
on, spreading, the pool attached by a narrow um»

■ billcal cord to the next pool . „ o7* • I,
. The other death symbol, fire, is used in Clytemnestra's 

attempt to erase the sins of the Sutpen house by destroying 
it with fire. The .novel ends with this scene» .. The Sutpen . 
place, isiin flamesall the evil, all the sins are destroyed

•V Absalom, Absalom!p0 49» 
 ̂Ibid., p. 261o



so that a new beginning may be made. But only Jim Bond, 
the Idiot fson of Charles 'Btlehne dê  Baint Velery Bon, re- n ■ 
mains.;'; and he offers; little hope, for the building of a new
conscience' for the South or for a revitalization of the ';
Ghf istlan .concept», • ; ,: , , ■ ;

Music and the odor of wistaria provide the, link for 
:forging the;elements of the story into a uhifled'who1 e„ / •
Music, "the nightly repetitive last waltz as the days 
passed ” and wistaria, "It was a summer of Wistaria^ 
prdyide respectively the rhythm' and the smeliv̂ bf, tragedy for 
the storyo /All four elementS“-fire, water, music, the odor 
of wistaria=—tighten the structure, serve as connectives for 
Absalom, Absalom!, I’aulkner1 s penetrat ing analysis, of the- ; 
Bouthern conscience.« ; , . ;

' "The Wild Palms . '■ : ' V''

In his next novel., The Wild Palms, Faulkner experimented 
with, structure by printing two S h o r t , "The Wild , 
Balms" and "Old Man," .togethero The chapters were printed - 
alterhatelyr a chapterofr^he'^iflidS Balms" then a chapter 
df .WQidvMan0tr. .The two stories are related thematically to 
the .extent that t#a 'characters .in "The Wild Palms" .wish to

1  Absalom, Absalom!, p„ 123» -
: ' 2  Ibid.', po 3 1 « - : f:;- " ; . '• :



destroy seouritjr and obtain',freedom while the convict, the 
e ehtr ai'' char an t er; ■ in ntild Man,?t has freedom thrust upon him 
but desire's se our it yo ;

Faulkner';, in printing the stories as he did, intended ■: 
them to be ironic counterparts of. each other. ether or • 
not the book is more successful as an artistic whole or is 
.S t r o n g e r p a r t s 'are printed separately, is a matter 
for conjecture. Irving Howe, after most critics had de
cided that "Old Man1’ suffered when printed with "The Wild
Palms," pleaded for a re-examination of the book by demon-

f: ' t ; ’ ' • ' 1

strating that the two stories were structurally related.
But Howe .admits, that his article was .not an attempt at
evaluation; and evaluation, it seems to me, is the crux of
the matter.;; The critics did not argue that the two sections
were not related but that the best one, "Old Man," suffered
when printed with the inferior section, "The Wild Palms."
The title story is another attempt at' sophisticated .writing
outside of Faulkner’s realm. Charlotte and Harry, the two
lovers, behave at times as ■wooden caricatures;■ their tragic
plight is even comic because they act so melodramatically.
The convict in "Old. Man,” on the other hand, is a Faulkner
primitive who possesses a certain amount of the savagery of
the river which he fights. In "Old Man" the description of

-i . . * . . ■■ Irving Howe,: "William Faulkner and the Quest for 
Freedom," Tomorrow, IS (.December, 1949), 54-56. : .
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the ^lood is brilliantly handled;" it is one of the highpoints 
/of''Fahdkher writing.: '>.,'■■■ ■ : ' V
v . ; ”Thf Wild Palms,” an exploration of modern love, is the 
first long work in which iaulkner attempted to use a setting.
, put side 'the Southo3ven in this hook it is in 'Wew Orleans'; : : 
that the action begins„ Charlotte and Harry meet at an -/ 
artsn''party (Faulkner satirizes the bohemians again) f With
in a short time they find themselves in love. . Charlotte is 
married and has two ■ childrenHarry' has' only four months' 
more, before his internship at a .local ;Ixpspit8Ll'.:wiil̂ "have been 
served«, Both, however, give up everything so that , they may 
: be together.-o But: iti order to leave HeWr Orleans' they must ; % 
have moneyo Ouite 'convenientlyj Harry finds a billfold con
taining a large sum of: money (over a thousand dollars) which ' 
enables them, to beg in their's o j ourn outside the realms of y. 
iseGurlty.» This "happy accident” is quite annoying, especi
ally since. FaulknerflS/attempting - to ba ths realist and the 
sophisticate,in this Story. The couple moves to Chicago. 
There' Charlotte and Harry worry ■about getting the "married^ 
look. Charlotte carves figurines,, and Harry pounds out 
stories for the confession magazines. Their supply of money 
has been nearly exhausted when, again quite'..conveniently, a 
friend lends a cabin. Later they travel to Utah, where Harry 
is to be. the company doctor at a mine>. Somehow none of the '
' settings seems real. Faulkner does not know.them as he does 
the places ■ and the people in ,!Gli: laan.:'1' iyentually Charlotte
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and Harry end iip. in' a rented eabin near the Mississippi 
edasto Charlotte is dying of an unsuocessful attempt at 
abortion performed.; by Harry» This is the: initial scene of 
the story,' whi oh is told through a'flashback technique.

: Most interesting an: ^The Wild Halms" are the' comments
on love, partieularly the comments on love in modern so
ciety. One ';'is certain that . it is . Haulkner • speaking through 
Harry in this monologue: . , ' ; ' .
: There is no place for it .(love) in the world

.today, not even in Utah. We have eliminated it.
- ;. It/1 odk us a long time, but man is resourceful , '■

and;limitless in inventing too, and so we have ■•
- got rid of love at last just as we"have got rid 
\ pf Christ. ' We have radio in the place of God8s 

:vv; ■ voice' and, instead of • having to save emotional '.cur
rency for months and years to deserve one chance
ftoj spend it all for love we can now spread it

;: thin;intp; coppers and'titillate ourselves at any
newsstand.; o. . If jesus returned today we would

• have to crucify M m  q.uiok in our own defense, to
justify and preserve the civilization we have 1

' worked,>1. to create and'perfect in ■man* s own iVl . 
image.1 • ' ; ■ . ■ ■ '

.Charlotte has a horror of anyone ® s thinking of.her and .Harry
as being married, and she has the same fear of security.
• : -I . .. "'I .  ̂ '1, ... ' , ■ 2  ■■ ■ ■ :
"Listeht it ® s got to be all: honeymoon.. . . , she says.
Haters "Tou* re impractical .... You’re talking about se=

' . : , . . ;.:.e. :curity.v ■ And.later: ”... we just don’t look married,
- : ■ 4 : . ■ .thank God, even to brutes,” Harry' has the same contempt,

1 The Wild' 'Palma,.- p. 116 . , ■.vp - 3 Ibid., p. 97 .

2 Ibid., p.. Si. 'i 4 ibid., p. 108,
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for respectability. They must give up their pleasant situ
ation i& Ohioago and move to the'ooM'in Utah beeatse. "I had
. , ;; , : : -i: ■ : 1  : - ‘ ' ■ ' ■' '
turned into a.husband." The whole oontempt that these two
illicit lovers feel is bound up in money„ They believe that
modern civilization is a slave to money. Harry summarizes',. .
his\ own fear: . „ ‘ ' . /; >
' ' ':... for the; f ir st - time we were solvent, knew for 

, certain where-tomorrow's food was eoming from 
, ; . • (the damned money, too .much.of it; at night we • 

would hie awake and plan,how to get it'spent;„„c)
I:had become as completeiy thrall and slave to 
respectability as any one . 2

Fate plays, an important role' in the story« ’ Harry recog
nizes: that they ,$» , are doomed's of course «..n because" there 

in :i , , •. • 3  ' — " ■
is no place for love in the world of 1938. Both Charlotte
and Hapry 'give up everything ' (Chariottel her family; Harry,
his careerioin an attempt to find freedom so that their love
may live„ On' the: train f rom New Orleans, Charlotte recog-
nizes:'their tragic/ plight when she sees water as a death
symbol; : .■ ■ , ; ■ •; \

' "That's where to die„ Not in the hot air3 

above the hot ground, to wait hours for your blood 
to get cool „..„ ;Tbe water, the cool, to cool you 
quick so you can sleep, bo wash out of your brain 
and out of your eyes and out of your blood all you 

■. ever saw and thought -and felt: and wanted and 
vt > d e n i e d \  r ' ''' '̂v; ' ' '' . ■'/ /'■ ’ '
They return to live by the water after tragedy has overtaken

1 The Wild Balms, p0 132.
2 Ibido, p. 133=,

3 Ibidv, p. ItOo 
Ibid. , p. ,58.
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r thems to the' Mississippi coast„ In these soenes Faulkner 
' links, the black wind., another death symbol, with the water 
symbol „ Harry • smelled a» the sea, the black shallow slum- 

. bering Sound without surf which the black wind blew over „„ .
v,::: % - : -/i/. ' / i'

"While ”The Wild Palms" was essentially a battle between 
man and civilization, "Old Mah^ is a conflict between man and 
natureo "The tall convict" (we never learn his name) is taken 
from the security of the prison where'he works in the fields 
;■ and is placed in.a. boat on the; swollen river, his duty be- 
ing to pick up persons stranded on housetops and in trees»

.■ His, boat is caught - in the . swirling mass of the . river „ Later ■ 
he takes on a pregnant woman as a passenger* The remainder 
. of the storys. quite simple in plot, is the convict *s battle 
. with the. river and his attempt to rid himself of the respon™ ■ 
sibility of the woman» As I have mentioned, probably the 

. best thing in the story is the eloquent description of the
,river. It emerges as a living creature, much the same as in
r As I'Lay Dying:; 1. ' \ ; ' k,\-: / i, ■ . -

... the o.o convict became conscious of another 
sound. He did not begin to hear it at once, he 

. ' . suddenly became aware that lie had been hearing' it 
all the time, a sound so much beyond all his 

% experience and his.powers of assimilation that up .
u ' to- this point he had been as oblivious of it as

' an ant or a flea might be of the sound of the ava-
. lanche on which dt rides .... ■■

,1 mie Wild; Lafems, p. 302.
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Ŵtiat’s that?” the eonvlet gaid„ A negro 
man squatting before the nearest fire answered

PDat's. him. Dat?s de Ole Man, " 1  •
'w01d Man” has the same power and beauty that' the river it- 
self has o As Malcolm; Cowley ■ has. pbinted out t

It isnrt as good as Huckleberry Finn, by a 
■ long distance; but it is the only other story of 
the'Mississippi-that can be’: set beside Huckleberry 

. Finn without shriveling under’ the comparison; it • 
is-’the only other, story in American literature ' 
that gives the same"impression of the power and 
legendary sweep of the hiver. 2

The pregnant.woman in -”01d Man” is the opposite of Char- 
, lotte :in ,“The Wild :̂ alms. This is ahother thematic rela
tion that'could be drawn between, the two stories. The woman 
never thinks of giving up her child even in the terrible con
ditions in which she- finds herself. As such she probably is 
a representative of the' motherhood instinct. She is also : 
close to the “fertility goddess” that lula represents in The 
Hamlet. The woman does not emerge as a living -character; she ;; 
is actually a symbol, even when the child is born. To the 
tall convict she represents the same enveloping” power that 
the - river has 6, The convict wishes only to rid himself of 
the woman and to return to the monastic existence in the 
prison.. .He longs for

1  The Wild Palms, p. 71.
2 Cowley, The Portable Faulkner, p. 540. •
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any tiling he might reach and. surrender his charge 
' • .to and turn his hack on her forever, on all preg-, . :

■ nant and female life forever and return to that 
; monastic existence of shotguns and shackles where 
he would be secure .from itC 1

■ ' '-"Old Man” is. enriched by many Biblical connotations.
The flood itself is compared to the great flood in which Noah
used his ark to save the creatures entitled to live. The
mound of earth on which the convict and woman find refuge .
from the flood is referred to as "that earthen.Ark out of
: \ h '2 . ; . i _ : ' • ■■■. : ! :Genesis." The short convict (who started out in the boat :

' with: the tall cohviet} was said to "vanish violently upward
■ ■■ : / v i - .  ' ■ 3  . . ■ •like in a translation out of Isaiah." - Too, the snakes
■ which are found on the mound have.Biblical meaning. So does
v- : t . 4 ■ . "Vi:.; /  -; the fife, Ma steady pyre-like flame.ts The number.- three is ■
a Biblical number, and the flood overtakes the convict three
times. These references are, of bourse, apt to the telling
of the story of man against nature; they, enrich the- meaning.

There is still the matter that Howe brought up in his
articles should the two sections be printed together? Howe
■ states,that: "Whoever tampers with a work of art does so at
; i- ' - ■ fi:; v. ■ ' V 5 - ' . ' ■ ' : '-f.'" .
his own moral peril . Having read the novel as printed9

1 The Wild. Palms, p. 153
2 Ibid., p. 232.
3 Ibid. , p. 143o . n-:, .
Ibid., p. 70q

 ̂Howe, op. clto ,up«
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I find that, although,the whole does have greater power,
"Old Man" loses much of Its strength and beauty0 "Old Man" - 
sustains the novel; separately printed, it is a story that 
displays ■J’aulldie^-h^\hi^ h e ^ t O ' i ' - :



A railHa BOMT

' : > v:...; >; v . . , Ihs Hamlet , ■  ̂ ; ,, ,

. The, Hamlet is Faulkner’s full-scale novel--one might 
call it an epic because of its sweep and power—-of the Snope 
clan. Brihted' in four sections 3 the book traces the "gradual 
infiltration of the Snopeses into. Frenchmen's Bend (The 
: Hamlet), their despoilment of Will Varner and his vast hold
ings: and their eventual Ingression into Ruler .Will Varner9s
family. . It - is a comic-tragic story and is probably? on the 
whole, the best sustained writing that Faulkner has ever 
done o. In the book, too, Faulkner comes into his. own' as a 
fine humorist; it is a - grim type of humor, I admit, but it 
is funny' nonetheless =, While each of the four sections of " 
the book--9,Flem, n "Hula,'99 f9Tbe. Hong Summer, 99 and "The. Pea
sants"-"has some interesting stories of its own, all the see 
tlons combined produce an integrated picture of the dehu
manized 'Snopeses and;.their effect.;on one area of the South.
, It is a folktale of the South,;but a folktale with.some 
' rather grim-implications. ' - .
: . ' The ruling passion of the Snopeses, money, is a kind
of god for'them; they worship and are enthralled by it as 
they are by nothing else» Flem is the Snopeses,9 ■spokesman',
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and he is the wors;i : q^iall ;qf: tliqBi', : > .:Iie gains a po
sition in Will Varner's store, then in the optton gin, "Fi- 
nally\. he controls _Wilii Varneî ,̂̂  man who nobody thought 
could be eontrolled. Later, he. marriediSula,: Will Varner's 
.daughter, . But while.Flem has been staging this.coup d'etat . 
on Will Varner,-the rest of the Snopeses have not been idle. 
They penetrate into all aspects of life in Frenchmen’s Bend, . " 
One becomes school,:-teacher, another blacksmith; another suc
ceeds Flem as clerk in Will Varner8 s store, ETo area of the 

1 town was free from their maggot-like invasion,1 The effect 
: of the .onslaught was both terribly comic and tragic at.the ■ ' 
same time, .The scene in which I,0> Snopes takes over the 
blacksmith shop from Trumbull is illustrative.. Later, on 

' :the day' the Snopeses took over , : ■ • "-'V
Tnumbull,:the.old smith, appeared. But if they 

; . had 'waited- about the store to see what would hap
pen when he arrived who until last night anyway 

. must .have still believed himself the incumbent,. . - 1;
they were disappointed, 'He drove through the 
village with his wife, in a wagon, loaded with 

. .i , household goods. If he even looked toward his
old shop nobody saw him do it— an old man though 
still hale, morose and efficient, who would have,

. invited no curiosity, even before yesterday. They
- never saw him again,

• Vhe thing that makes the Snopeses difficult to fight is that
there is no common meeting ground; a Bnopes has no ethical
concern, no feeling for his' fellow man or even one of his own

The Hamlet, p, 75 =
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clan,, Trmtoull reeogiirzed the futility of arguing with a. 
man who would understand nothing but the power of money0 

Just, as. they aequire jobs in the town, they also ac
quire lando But they do not obtain the land because of any 
deep lore for the soil or respect for it; they think of land 
in the•same way as they do human beings--something to be 
rarished and used for the exploitation for- their own benefit 
This is perhaps their damning sin, for it prevents them from 
the only salvation possible for such as they--the unity of 
man and nature o . They-differ, for exampleV, from'such people 
as the Bundrens because the Bundrens love the land „ The. ■. ■ 
.Snopeses assume no .responsibility for their positions as 
owners of land, as they assume none in other positions of au=*
'thorlty. In Banctuhfy we saw the climax of the Snopeses8 
inf iltration in Senator.Snqpes’ lack of understanding or ap
preciation of the democratic concept. He thought of his 
political office only as\ something to be used for his own per
sonal advantage . . ,: :'

. ve is an unknown emotion to the Snopeses. Qne may 
exclude their love of money, which is really not a love at 
a.ll but a worship. Even among their own kin there is nothing 
that approaches love or kindness. They are such lifeless . 
creatures that they do not even hate„ Dispassionately and 
invidiously, they approach life without enthusiasm or con
cern. 'Elem does,not .really love Eula;, whom he marries; he 
sees her as the opportunity to gain further.advantage over
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'Will J & x n & T y has already deprived of power and posi- 1
tion„ How else explain I’lem’s willingness to marry Eula 
after she had heooffie' pregnant hy another man? There is an 
element of proteotiVehess among the members of the Snopes V ■’ 
clan, but that element is quickly thrown aside when money :• -
enters the picture<, Flem even leaves town for a time to 
escape helping dne:'of 'his own kin; . ; ;
.. ■ ,? o'e. heiaint coming back until it? s all; f inished» ' . :

• He aint coming back here where Mink*s wife can ■ 
worry him or"'folks can talk about him for leav-
Ing his cousin in jail. There ’ s some. things 'even ; ■ ■ .
a Snopes wont do. I dont'know just exactly what

• they :are, but'they-5 s. some somewhere:o ; ' -
But Ratliff, the sewing machine salesman, who makes the 
above, statement , evidently .underestimates the power,of the 
Snopeseso And he really,,should not, because he has seen them , 
working elsewhere, i But, like the rest of the people in French
men 5a Bend,'he views them as rather comic creatures and does 
not take them seriously- until their Intrenchmeht is complete, 
and then it is too late" to do anything - about, it, . .. :

This lack of serious concern'On the part of modern', man 
about the: inf i It rat ion. of the natural! sm-anirnalism forces : 
that the Snopeses represent is-part of Faulkner:5 s/ judgment on 
modern, society, Faulkner even has the - power to make the read
er assume Ratliff5 S role, , One cannot help laughing at the 
antics ,of the . Snopeses,, But suddenly,- after one has' been

1 The Hamlet,■p, 305,
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wjoylng ihe' speotaele- right frdm- the beginning of the novel5 
0 :ne: realizes that, this after all ,1s not a very fanny mat
ter, It is serious, and the dreadful thing about it is that 
one does not realize the seriousness of the matter until it 
is too late. IFauikner probably intended the Snopes forces 
to represent also the effect of industrialization on our so
ciety. The Snopeses behave like machines; they perform their 
jobs like automatons, -have ho love or even interest in their 

. ocoupatlonSo Like the machine, they are devoid of the re
sponsibility for the product they produce. ,

The charaeterization in the book is excellent. Even 
.the minor character's come to life under the deft touch of 
Faulkner1s pen. And there are sp-many separate stories in 
;the volume that this is ho mean accomplishment. Probably the 
best and most complete figure is Plem Snopes, who'is the Gen- 
;tral character of the - Work. -1 Flemf s first appearance as clerk 
at Varner's store is comic, deceptively comic: ,-

i. he wore a' brand' new white shirt I It had not '
even been laundered yet, tha.creases where the 
cloth had lain bolted'oh a shelf, and the sun- 
browned streaks repeated zebra-like on each sue- . 
cessive fold, were still apparentAnd not only 

i il: .the .. women/Who.'came-toilpok'-at'-̂ him, but Ratliff "
himself „„„ knew that the shirt had been cut and

: , ' stitched by hand and.by a stiff and unaccustomed
hand toot He wore it all that week 0, By-Saturday 
night' It was soiled, but on the following Monday 

. • he appeared in a second one exactly like it, even 
'to the zebra-stripeso = of It was as though its 
wearer, entering though he had into a new life and - 
milieu already channelled to compulsions and cus™, •

:' toms fixed long before his advent, had nevertheless'
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established.: in It •even: on that - first day .Ms own . •
‘ paiticnlar. ■soiling gpooTe„i ' ■■ 1- ■ ' '

Eula,. as ,;inany oritios' have noteds appears as a ’’goddess of
fertility"; as snoh, she is never completely possessed by ,
Flem, even though she .-is married . to him« As Faulkner, says s ;,

. o o ot her entire ■ hppearanoe suggested tsdme . symbblpgy ' 
/out of the bldtDlohysle times—-honey in sunlight . : ‘ 
and bursting- grapes, the wri-then bleeding- .of the 
; crushed.,feeuhhhted vine heheathtthe: hard rapacious.
'trampilhg goathbbf o'2'' ' "  "'tb ;t t'/.

All ' the men In town;:'wanted ,her.the.. young ones would follow...;
her home from churcht' Her school.' teacher fell in love with
her, hould: not it each pipes,for looking at her. But. Eula was
not completely Immune to the Snopes 1 power ? . ■■ M

bo o in the back seat, with her mother ,■ Mrs 0. Flem 
. Snopes, sat oIhe: beautiful fade did not even turn 

-' as the'surrey drew abreast of the store* It passed 
in profile, calm, oblivious, incurious. It was not 

. - .. a tragio . facet,, it ;was just damned,3- ... . ' . ; .
Varner is pictured while at:the height of his ruling power at
the beginning of the novel as being •

,, #:: t hechi ef - man of .the country. He was the :: : .w .
' lahgest landholder arid beatvsupervisor in one 
county and Justice of the Peace.in the next and • ..

■ . election commissioner in . bothand. hence the 
fountainhead if not of law at least of advice and 
suggestion to a countryside which would have re- 

. pudiated the rterm cbnstltuency : if they had ever ■ 
heard it .... 4

By' the end ■ of the hovel it is Flem who. is' in control; 'Varner -

1 The Hamlet",; p. ; ." ■ 3 Ibid., p. 304
 ̂.Ibldoi ■ p. 107. , ■ -'b b:;" '" t 14 Ibid. , 'p.- $b
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realizes Fle#?s laok^of iaDral'ooaee^&lMt is powerless to do ■
anything abodt it:« . . : . 'V' .v I: '.v, ; . ■ ,

The beginning' of the dehumanization of the Snopeses oc-
ourred durihg the' Glyil War when Ab,Snopes was a horse'trader„
The whole story is told in the eolleotion of short stories a
depleting the early history of the Sartoris family, The Un- ;
vanquished, but Ratliff retails a portion of Ah1 s horse trad- .
ing activities in The Hamlet„ Ratliff says, "Old man Ab 
.q;:. -. : : : :  i ̂ : -: .. ;
aint naturally mean. He’s just soured." Ratliff continues
his story: '; .. ; :: - .. ; f.t t
1 ; "There.was that business during the War0.

When he wasn-’t bothering nobody, not harming or ; - 
helping .either .side, just- tending to his dwn: 
business, which was' profit arid horses— things 
which never .even heard of such, a thing: as a' :;-: ■’ i. .- 

' \ political convictidnr"When here comes somebody
■ that never even owned the horses even and shot■ 

him in the heel. And that soured him ... ..2
Ab also had some difficulty with the, Sartbrises and

o .i Ab had' to withdraw his .allegiance to the Bar 
toris.es., and I hear tell he skulked for a con
siderable back in the hills until Colonel Bartoris .
got busy enough building his railroad for it to be r safe to come out<i3. f

. But Ratliff forgets, that- Snopes was .a shiftless person to be- 

. gin with, a person who saw in the Civil War only the possi
bility of making money. The conflict with the Sartorises :

1 The Hamlet, p. 32.
2 Ibid.y p. 33o
3 Loc. cit.
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only Intensified an already basic lack of moral'valuess a 
v lack of.bmaan. qualif ies o , ; But that the Sartorises (represent- -. 
ing the arigtoeraey of- society) had a part in the formation 
of the Snopes values is not to be doubted. The Sartorises 
were too: busy building up their own interests (interests 3 . 1  

>• however, that were accompanied by a feeling of ethical re- ' 
spoilsib 11 ity) to notice the Snopeses. Faulkner-is reiter- 
ating his warning to modern society, to democracy in particu
lar , - inasmuch as election, of such-people as Senator Snopes 
could prbve disastrousi

. -There are so 'many good individual, stories in The - . 
Hamlet that one would like to summarize all of them* The 
' plots are fresh, distinct; and Faulkner is such a great 
story-teller that all of them are'successful« Of most nov
elists one may say.that the plot itself is not important, 
but in Faulkner the plot is important, not just a skeleton 

; on whibh .to,,hang details» Probably representative of all 
the stories in the book is the one depicting the love affair 

. between Isaac Snopes and Houston’s cow0 ‘ It is a story filled 
with pathoso Isaac would lie.in wait for the cow to come to 
the spring to drink:

o.o he would hear her, coming down the creekside' 
in the mist 0 -.. the dawn would be empty, the • ' .

, ; moment and she would not be, then he would hear . . 
her and he would lie drenched in the wet grass, 
serene and one and indivisible in.toy, listen- 

- . ing .to her -approach.1 .. - •" -

1-' The Hamlet, p. 188. , - y::.-- , h':- - ' ' h
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Qae :ciay flBaae- aad the ■ eow eloped = All nat w e  seemed t@ 
wish to cooperate iii.. their ,proteetion0 Even the. rain is gen
tle: 1 ' :-v : : ■
: : ■ o o o each "brief lance of rain already filled with ;

the glittering promise o.f its imminent cessation
■ like the brief bright saltless tears of a young . .

. ; ; : tgirl oyer a lost flower‘then gone too8 fled north
and eastward:beyond the chromatic arch.of its own '

. . insubstantial'armistice o.6»oi . . i - - . . - '
Eventually Isaac and the cow return«, Houston gives the cow 
to IsaacI and Brs0 Littlejohn9 the proprietor of the board
ing housed permits him to keep it in her barn0 Soon word • 
gets around town, and the townspeople come to watch9 through 
a broken board i; the love-making, of Isaac and the eow0 Bat- 
liff becomes disgusted with the Snopeses for permitting such 
enjoyment of the spectacleo- But when Ratliff takes the 
problem to the Snopes who is the school teacher9

Snopes cackledj, ..chortled0 ‘ KI done often ■
' thought^ since Houston give him that cow and ■ . .
Mrs* Littlejohn located them in that handy stall9 
what a' shame it; is some, of. his folks aint ran-

■ - ning; for office % . Bread arid circuses, as the_; ■'' ■
fellow saysy makes hay at the poll-box 0.0 <, o .

ifhen Ratliff tells Snopes. that ’ the school teaehing .position ; 
might not be offered again because of the scandal involvedj, 
Snopes calls a family conference at the blacksmith shop« 
fh©re; .they agree that .if. the boy eats some of the flesh of

\  fhe Hamlet, p ® 211
^ Ibldog p 0 229o
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. . the. animal ” 0 0 o he811 be all' right again .and went want . to .
'ehas© nothing but human women, * aeoording to the teaeher0 '. ■ 

1 Then eomes the nrgmaent about who is going to pay for the 
ooWo XFinally they deeide • that they should pay according to ; 
the amount of good they will: get fro® having'the :scandal 

t cleaned: up'o Later Isaac, the idiot 9 is given' a small 'wooden■
;effigy of the cow0 As I said before 9 it is/ a pathetic story; 
we, laughat it and at the same time are conscious/ of the ■ 
tragedy, of a child whO/dees net even.know he is suff eringo 

. If there were a possibility that/the/Snopes elan might/:
. die out8 there would.possibly be some hope0 But■insteads 
', they breed like animals0 They have:me idea of the 
' are not'conscious of the family’s responsibilities:
, ■multiply in such great numbers that eventually they will have 
.■ enough votes to elect officials Cas: they did Senator: Snopes 
/"■• in Sanctuary jo This 9 of course s is a' serious. matter for 
Zamljmer 9 as it should be for ali-of ;'ns0 Faulkner has a deep 

/ understanding and thorough respect for the family unit0 The 
breakup Of'the modern family life is 9 for Faulkner 9 analagous 
to the breakup of the tradition in the- South0 And yet we 
laugh at-the Snopeses ,, just as Batliff and his associates 
didg because they are terribly comic , while they . creep like : 
termites into the. foundations of society and replace our! 
traditional ethical.responsibilities with an amoral worship .

■ for moneyo If is a folktalea as.I said, a folktale with some 
■/'rather'grim/implications V:'.'’'’;■/ / :: / ' i



./ , : - . . Imtrma.er lm the Dust . . ; '

; . Faulknervs latest novel to he published a Intruder in
"  l,''' ;■ . ; - %  ; . , ; . ■■ '

the Bmst, (Ehight ̂ s Samhit ̂ a' groxap of short stories
was published lnl949) appears to he a new turning point in 
his'work in whieh he is taking a more direet eoneern with 
the soeioiogieal; eontitions of theSoutho This new direct 
interest would appear to he hrohght ahout hy attempts of the 
liheral; Jforth to institute reforms to clear up some of the 
iniimitie s against the Negro in the Souths Faulkners of . ■ . 
eotirse9 does not point to any simple solution of the Begro 
prohleii in the Bohthg hut he does suggest in the novel that 
some Southerners are finding their way out of the difficulty 
without any aid from outsiderse

- It is■not a book of social protest in the sense that 8 . . 
say9 John Dos Passos or Sinclair Lewis would write a book of 
social protesto One' ©f Faulkner9s qualities of greatness is 
that he does not simplify any aspect- of life; he, realizes that 
life is hopelessly complex and that one had better not try to 
;over-simplify.or find a quick solution because that solution 
itself might be worse than the original.evil0 He makes many 
references in his work to the Northern carpetbaggers; and8 
in -effeetg .the Snopeses are direct.•descendants of: those i . 
Northerners who helped set the Southern mind against any

. William Faulkner 8 Knight?s Gambit {New York: Random ; 
Eouseg 19h9)t 246 ppe;-/-I'' ■' / 1; " ; g ■
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o d m p r . o m l s e s e .  : - ■; ■ v  ’ • -■ ; ' - ; : v : ..

■ st.o3?y ef : Intruder Im. # e  Is siaply aad direct- '
ly toldo Iiueas Beauehamp,, a Hegro a Is jailed for the murder 
of a whit e j3an 3 Tins on Gowrl@ o Charles Malllson8 Jr 0 $, in ' 
spite pf: his' S@tithern 'Odnseieneesi has "beeozne a "friend”' of : 
hueas; and Charles eonvinees his Unele Gavin Stevens8 a la#**.., 
yerp that Lneas is innocent o The rest of the story is de<= 
velo'ped in a detective^story mnner until the eventual dis
covery of the real .mmrderer p ■ Crawford Cowrie p a "brother of . 
Tinson0 The detective work includes the digging up of the 
grave of' Vinson Cowrie; the main suspense 3 however j, is 
gained by the .lurking: of the mob who might at any moment 
lynch Lucase , : ■

One can readily see that the plot is not-nearly as com
plex as the usual, Faulkner .plot s; and there are not so1 many 
of the usual incidental stories that add richness to the main 
themeo About the only side story of any length is the one 
.showing-the development:of'the friendship between hueas and 
dhiek (Charlts9 nieknaiae)» .This story portrays much of the : , 
confusion surrounding the young Southerner and his discovery 
of the' .coniclehee of the social order about him! ' Too,, the 
story eonfains some excellent writing; the boys are remlmls- 
cent of Buck Finn and Tom Sawyer and their dealings with 
Hegroes &: When Chick is taken to Lucas6 house to dry his 
.clothes/ aft Or.. a fall in .a stream^ he is conscious of the './ 
Negro sjaells . . ■ ■ .-/■ - . , /  -
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o o 0 already he could smell that smell whl©h"he had - 
:, a#oepted."' with## , tiom .all his life as being the - 

: smell always of the plaees where people with aay :
traoe of Negro "blood live as he had that . all"
■ people -.named Sfelllson are Methodists »0 6̂ 1 ' ■

The ohsession with the Hegro smell eontirmes when he strips
off his clothes and is wrapped in a.lsMegrofl; blanket s

: B «,•»; enclosed completely now in that xmmistakable 
; . odor of ' llegroes^-that smell which if it were not
:-'VV; for something that was going to happen' to him

Within a space of time measurable now in jainntes
■ ■ : he would have gone to his ■ grave never one© ponder=

, :ing:specnlatihg'if perhaps,that smell were really ■
■ not the odor of a race nor even actually of
' poverty bmt perhaps of conditions an idea; a be

lief; an acceptance9 a passive' acceptance by - 
them themselves of the idea that being Negroes 
they, were not supposed, t© have: the facilities to 

. wash properly or often or even to wash bathe often
even.withdnt the:facilities to do it with; that in : 
fact it was a little to-, he; preferred' that they did

■ "' . not 0» ■ ■ ' \ .
I’anlhner has: been concerned with the olfactory sense before:
■ (we remember Charlotte in The Wild Palms and her figurine s 
the Bad Smell)s and it will be interesting to see what elab
oration he makes of this material in his "next hooko-

■■ Chick is quite perturbed that Lucas will not accept pay 
for his services in warming, and;feeding him; he, clinging to 
Wais-Sonthern conscience 8 believes' " - : 1 .

■ 6 0 0  We- got to make hjm be a nigger fIrsto : :He 8 s
- got W  admii^hels7' a<~hjg’gero Ihen maybe we will ' 
accept him as^he se’eml^o intend to be accepted«,
Because he began to learn a 'godd' deaT”more about

r* Intruder in the Dust 9. p 0 9 = 
2 i b W ., p. 11. ' : '



. Isuoas o o o 2 the Negro who said rema9am.99 to women 
■ v . just as any white mail: did and, who ..said "sir" and 
■ ^mister" to you if you were white but who you • •,
. knew was .thinking neither . <, 0 . .

Faulkner is thus giving.us the Eegro who dares to behave as .
S.' human being g who does not "keep his plaee". such as some
would desireo This picture of the Hegro 9 strangely enough»
is original and unique; previously9 the Negro inhabitant in
fiction has been the stereotyped comic figure= Chicka in
paying Lucas $, throws several coins on the floor and commands
Lucas to pick them up* This is Chick8s "reaffirmation of
. •• :h - ' :: • ' , .. ...

his masculinity and his white blood0 m . ' .
Representing what; one might call the "liberal => 

traditional" view of the Negro is Chick8s Uncle Gavin0 As 
he and Chick are waikitig t©- the jail to interview Lucas^ they 
pass Lilleyj -a grocer» Lilley yells .as they pass for 
them to tell the mob that they can count oti him if they need 
any help in the; lynching of . Lucas« Stevens makes the .obser
vation that

He has nothing against what he .calls niggers =>
. If you ask him9 he will probably tell you he

likes them even better than some white folks he 
knows and be will believe it"»e.6 =, All he requires 
'is that they act like niggers <> Which is exactly 
what Lucas is doing: blew his top and murdered a 
white ZBan-"Which Ifr Lilley is probably convinced 
all Hegroes want to d©«=~az#noxf the .white people 
will take him out and burn, himj, all regular and in 
order and themselves acting exactly as he is

 ̂Intruder in the Dust 9 p 0 18 a. 
; ,' 2 Ibido, pi 26, ; ; ' . . '
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. ©omrineed Ineas would wish - them to aot: like
: white folks; both of .them observing Implieltly

the rules: the nigger acting like a nigger and 
''': the white folks acting like white folks and no

real hard feelings on either side 0oSe2- ' '
4nd after the • ordeal ef the' lyneMng is ever 8 Stevens be=
lieves that Lilley would, he the first to eontrihnte to the '
expense.of Lueas? funeral0 This9 aeeording to Stevens9

» proves again how no man ean cause more grief than one ,
- V . . .. . . : 2 , ' ;  -
clinging blindly to the vices of his ancestors o?9 Once oon= 
vinced that Lueas is innocent^ Stevens takes an active role 
in the ease until Lucas is freedo Eepresenting.this ^liberal™ 
traditional^ viewpoint of the South9 Stevens is probably the 
mouthpiece for Faulkner« if ter Lucas has been proved inno=> 
cent (a reversal of our law system9 which requires that the 
accused be proved guilty) and Orawford Gowrie 9 the leader of 
the lynching mob3 has been arrested8 the mob disperseso :
Chick says 9 wThey were running from themselves 0 They ran ■ '
home to hide their heads under the bedclothes from their own

: ' 3 . ■ ■ ■■ ;. ; . ' . , - ' ' ; ;
shame o '9 His Unele says that that is correct ® Chick believes
that his Uncle is defending the mob 1 but Stevens says that he ;

i s  /  ... : V  ' . '' :

0 o o, defending Lucas Beauchampt I’m defendlhg Sambo 
from the Horth and .Bast and W@st=>=the outlanders.

- 'who w i l l  f l i n g  him d e c a d e s .b a c k  n ot m erely  in to

^ In tru d e r  in  th e  D u s t , p 0 4 S 0 ;' ' ,

'  ̂Xbldo t, Po 19 o ' ' ' ' '
' 3 ibid,i Po: ;202.O- : ■. . ■ ' ' ■ /:
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injmstiee but Into grief and agony and violence 
to© by for®ing on ms laws based on the idea that 
jman ’ s in justiee. to m n  eati,; be abolished over= night by poliea 'to> 0 ol : V - r

; Againg;one: believes that Faulkner.is■speaking through 8tev™-
' enso. . Ohiok insists .that his Unele is still excusing the eon=
dition of the Hegro in the South, .1 But his TJnole answers?-

«$[©:, o.o. only say that the injustice is ours 9
the South® sfi we must; explatô  and abolish it omr=- 

v . . . selves. - alone and without help nor even (with i 
thanks I adviceI We owe that to lueas whether he 
wants: it or not .(and this, imeas anyway wont)■ not .

' because. of his past .'since' a man or a race either .
. if he8 s any good can survive his past without eVen

needing to escape from it and not because of the 
: high g.uite often too rhetorical, .rhetoric of bm«

,,,1 . ■ manity but 'for the simple indubitable practical
' ' '̂ reason'of his future.i that .capacity/to survive and .
1 absorb and endure and still be steadfasto 2 ' /

v '"v Stevens® torturous acceptance 'of this new attitude to
ward the Ifegfo. is..the result of;a searching’ of his ■ conscience 
which cannot east off all- the teachings of his youth about - 
white superiority and supremacy and yets because of his in
telligence and recognition .of injustice^ cannot passively . , 
accept'the- situation, This would.appear to be the same re®' 
orientation that Faulkner has undergone, And the searching 
of the conscienoe has been just as painful for Faulkner /as 
it was /for. Stevens a : Before the1 publication of Intruder in, 
the Dust g some critics attempted to-■reconcile Faulkner,®s ;.
eonf licting views, of 'the Negro 0' , In his earlier,' work he .

1 intruder in the. Dust. p« .2®A@
l O C o  c i t o  1  • '; : '
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t© have the attitude that8 in their 
are fine peoples ' olosw to the eartha el©se to 
Dilsey gets this syfflpathefie freatmento. And yet there Is no 
indication' that; lanlhner is pleading for a change of status 
of the Negro in these early works0• Lionel Trilling" thinks 
of Faulkner and Hemihgway as; heads and shoulders above their 
: contemporaries simply because they- realize: the hopeless com- 
plexity of modern man and his pr@dibam.ento Thus3 says 
Trilling8 - they %est content, with the 9negative capabilitye 9,9 

Bignif leantly enoughFaulkner does, not eome out with 
any solution to the problem of the Negro in, the Southo Nhaf 
.he: -does do in ■ Intruder in the. Dust is to suggest possible ap= 
proaches and'to advise against any omtsiders9 solutions».
And g even more importantlyg he states that both the Negro ■ 
and the Southerner -can ^endure® until a solution is reached0 ..

1

l-nTrilliagg The Liberal.Imagination„ p0 299*,.



W  past,. efcities/la're‘,'atteE®ted't© .
©Yolire a pattera into which Faulkner may be f ittedo . But 
the trouble with. patterns Is. that "white offering the eon= 
.T'eniehee of a. foeal point of observation9 they over-simplify 
the, aeaning''and intention ;of a writer »s work 0 George 
Jlarion 08Donnell wrote an excellent essay on "Faulkner6s ,,
: Mythology" in which he -said that all. Faulkner * s ; work ms an. 
elaboration of the battle between the Snopes forces (repre- 
sent ing;/natural ism-aniaalismi. and the Sartor is forces Crep= 
resenting humanism and the tradition)0. 0"Donne11 then bases ; 
his evaluation of the novels on whether or not they fit into 
this patterno Other critics have made equally startling 
judgments that will not stand the test of reinforcement by 
referehc©'t© Faulkner^s writingso ; . -

'Faulkner is a tremendously complex writer who has- 
amazing: versatility both in theme and method c The trouble 
with any overfall simplification is that Faulkner, continues 
to grow while, the critical doctrine remains fixed0 ■ Fven 
JaieolM Qowleys, who has made many: subtle observations of . 
Faulkner? s -workg falls into the annoying habit,'of creating 
a critical doctrime and then fitting the ■ books into this



preeeaeei'Tet patterns ' deduetiTe instead of induetlve erit=
ielsm, Gowley^s statement-that nearly all: of Faulkner8s
novels have,structural faults is illustrative:.
■ .coo Almost all his novels have same-weakness in

structures Some of them, eombine two or more themes 
' having ̂ little relatloh to each other s like Mght ;■

; iQ' August a while. others» like The Hamlet ̂ tend^To .
' resolve themselves into a s©ri'es~of episodes re=_ - 

- aemhling heals on a string0 in The Sound and the 
: / ■■ Furywhich is, superb as a whole 8 we hahrt be' sure 
■; ;1 "::.that the , four seation.s of the novel'; are presented
; p in the most effective order ® o 0 O Absalom  ̂Absaloml 
V , • o o o'Is structurally the soundest of all the novels.

‘ in'the.iqknapatawpha ;series| but. even here the 
; ' author18 S' ."attention; shifts halfway" through the book 

from the principal5 theme of Colonel Sutpen6 s am= 
bltion' to the secondary theme' of incest and jEis=-

•' ■ Cowley^ s criticism of light : in August does not take
into'consideration that all novels of scope have minor 
themes; In, light-yin: August these1 minor. themes help reinforce 
the -mjor'1 one. of - man8s inhumanity to man0- X have already 
.mentioned',the/close structural relationship of Lena Grove 
and ioe Ghristmas;'both are betrayed by Brown; and ' they are ■ 
complements to-: each other $, one the representative of good 3 
the other,of- evilo Thena t©os the birth of Lena^s childs 
who is;only a bastardy is the remnant ©f hope that Faulkner 
offers! - This idea that The: Bamlet::. is constructed like 
”beads on a string®, seems ‘not at all justified; certainly it 
is" mot a basis for - saying- - the 'structure is not sound e This

1 Cowleys op-«''cito <, pQ 18,
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method' is merely one that makes the novel an integrated 
■̂whole o..' @m9rley'if s '©hief error irould appear to fee his too re
strictive view of the strmetxire of the novel® His statement 

; On: Afesaiom* Afesaloml may stem from the fact that he does 
mot take into consideration that the -tseeond” theme Is not 
a separate theme at all but merely a working out of the 
' first 'one® 'O' r : - ,
y What I have said is not meant to suggest that no evalu
ation should fee attempted until the total output of a writer 

r - is , availafeleI ,, WO eritie may . sidestep evaluation of a writer 
• simply' because, that-; writ ef -has .mot yet eoapleted him liter- ■ 
ary output^ ■■■■"■ It;' is the job of the ' eritie to appraise ma
terial as it becomes" available® For that reason the obser
vations Of Gewley and 09Donnell are valid and valuable in 
that they suggested 'an; approach« a. feeling for . the writing 
whieh ho other erities have doneo ■

. lhat has been the pattern of Faulkner9 s development?
Has if been continual? lhat. direction has it taken? ' What 
direetion is it likely to take in the future? Has he writ
ten any books which■may be called "great” books? These are 
questions which need answering and8 while .oogriizant of the 
fact that these answers'must fee only tentative pending 
future writings fey Faulkners :1 shall try to draw certain 
conclusionso ' . ■ . ' "  • : \ - . ' ... ■

Faulkner9s development seems to have followed,in" 
structure and style, ah unafraid s even darings pattern Of
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experimentatioe.0 This experimentation began with M s  first 
novelg.. Soldiers6 Pay3 la which he used the device of d©=>
layed introduotioh of; .the central - eharaeter0 In 
.and Sagiorls.he begins the use of M s  Wdepth impression” 
methdd of:relating the storya which reached the point of 
most extensive mse in Absalomo Absalomg The fourth novel.
The Sound and the Fury, employs the • ?5diseoveryf? method to a 
large extent and mahes great use of.the stream of eonseions=■ 
ness feehnitne that ■ shifts at'times to .a stream of subeon= . . 
s.eiousnesso As I Lay Dying is an' experiment in the use of 
the multiple viewpoint in relating.a storya in addition to. 
a'father extensive use of the stream of eonseiousnessQ - 
Sanctuary is an exploration of violence in both language and.., 
vstruetur©I.;In light in August he seems to have consolidated 
his•gains .in experimentation- from the earlier novels , and to - 
'have struek the proper key between form and content. .This ■■ 
is not to say.that the earlier works were.not successful from 
a structural and - stylistic /viewpoint s but merely that light , 
'...in- August;.was more successfulo ' '-.r v , :

Bylom was chiefly am experimentation in language s the 
use of .compounds : such as/ tgreaseithined,s M Vslumdistrlct ̂® / • , 
wfatinfae@dow.. /While/ mot particularly successful9 the book 
seemed to enrich Baulkner.9 s language for his next work, 
Absalom  ̂Absaloial . The language .In' Absalbmg Absaioml reveals 
Faulkner in complete.- control of his rhetoric^ which, had got 
, out-of hand at times in. his first three books 0 In this book



we fim# extensive use of the depth Impression method.that I 
meatiomed earliero hadg too, a firmer control of his

. stream of eonaeionsness than he'previously'hado : ■
' .'■ #lld. galms was an • experiment la suspense- evolved ■
hy printing.chapters of two separate stories alteraatelyo : 
fhis .hook Ws. ̂ notva ̂ good test cfor i tWe imethod because the 
title story was Inferior.ia the quality of writing to.®OM 
f#asy the companion story & In The Hamlet he uses; his method 
of explofing"the whole elan of Snopeses by Integrating s@v= 
eral: incidents .that, provided a many-sided, viewi. ' Els style 
in The Hamlet reached a point where one could compare it un
hesitatingly with Mark Wain9s 0 His last book, Intrmder in 
the Bust, employs the stream of eonseiousness technique 
again / and makes a wider application of his eloquent rh@t=

, ' Zanlk'ner is development has been continual. in .a sen'seo 
He seemed to- retrogress, however 9 in Mosquitoes, Sanctuary,' 
.Pylon, and the story wThe Wild Palms.0 n The reason for this 
is ■ evidently the fact that in Mosquitoes „ P y l o n and !?The : .
Wild Palms” Faulkner was attempting sophisticated writing 
' which;:1s omtside his readme . In Sanctuary his failure might 
stem from the fact that the book was written for moneyG'
- There; is too mmeh violence withomt meaning; not'only for 
Popeye,' the central character , but for Faulkner 9- the novel- 
. 1 s t Omtside of these particular books, I would say- that 
. Paulkner had developed in a rather steady progressions.'
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:Is. pessilly one exception2 As I Lay Dying, which is v: 
met nearly as ambitious as. The Somnd and. the Fur,7= As I Li 

g^-hSwevery acoeptlmg its limitations8 is- successful
within: .that, parti etalar' frameworkQ. ;"FndombteSly§ te©8 Intruder
>-5B Pnst • is not as good, as many of his others 8 but the..
. ■ answei? here is evidently the fact that Faulkner has taken a '
: new turning,point in his work0 Possibly his next major work 
■ will have ,1 6 0 0 1 1 © 'er-iented to; this new viewpoint: and be even . 
more'successful than Light in August or AbsalomAlsal.omi

In these Faulkner^s work has been In essence an explora=
■ •tlon of Faulkner8 s oonsoience.3 ' which is almost synonymous. ■ 
'with the Southern conscience9 except.possibly in the ease of . 
hi.s attempts at sophistication; and even, here this, might be .

. the .Southern attitude toward bohemianismc Sartdris provided 
: the ■■.Introduction to the aristocratic 'Clan and its destruction 
, by the forces, of the machine Crepresenting, industrialism): : •
: !:'and the Snopeses {representing the dehumanized a particularly 
. the carpet-baggers from the Morthj o ' The Sound and the. Fury . 
carried the'aristocratic pattern to the point where one of : '
its young members must escape through suicideo And in The ■ .

. Sound and the Fury Faulkner Introduces his primitive 8 .lilsey9 
who, represents, a kind of affirmation of the Christian faith* 
His'Gompious are ruined because they have deviated from 
Ohrlstian principles* As I Lay Dying gives us more of 
Faulknerrs primitives and heightens the use of the Biblical 
and religious symbols' begun even .:as early as Soldiers1 Pay n



Im which. Doe tor Ihhon. .ms an impotent- elergymn0 Sanetuary 
fil'd little to advance Faulkner's thematic development hut 
■'.did afivanee. his popularity0 v: :v:. ' ̂  , : ;
.   ■ .Light in August is his strongest religious statement 8
his belief that perhaps only a reiteration of the Christian - 
principle will he all that is needed to orient society® fhe 
hook is rich in Christian imagery; too 9 Faulkner fievpted the 
entire work to the treatment of a theme previously incident 
tal.to his worko man's inhumanity to man0 • In light in August 
we found'also the hlenfiihg.of the Greek tragic Sense with 
: the- Christian concept of fate® In. Pylon is the increasing 
concern over "mechanical man*' begun in Sanctuary., and a pic
ture of the mechanical’dispossessedo
. .. Searching his1 own d©n'seienee'8 Faulkner profiueed next 
Absalomg Ahs,alGm&, which was am attempt to clarify the mud- 
died Southern'conscience bn such issues as the purity of 
Southern white women and the theory of white supremacy® 
Faulkner did not solve the problem of the Souths but he did 
present it in dramatic terms which might point' toward a solu
tion 0 "The Wild Palms" depicted the failure of modern love 8 
while "Old Man" delineated modern man's fear of freedom®
The Hamlet was the first, complete volume on the Snopesesy 
here Faulkner predicted the dangers to democracy of a group 
of people who accept power without accepting responsibility% 
who love only money® A direct eoncern with the- sociological 
problems of the Souths Intruder in the Dust pointed to a new



t^end-ia liis worJCo . He now feels 'that he must eome to im=> 
mediate teams with :the' Southern problems Time 9 he fears 9 is 
runHing out,, and the North9 - whieh. kadws nothing of the actual 
difficulty^ Might thrust a 'solution upon the South that .is 
no. solution at allV ;

There is still the question of ?t’gr©atw books0 .Two 
miquestionahly deserve the adjeetives ilght in August and 
Absalom, Absaiom! Possibly The Hamlet should be included0 
Ebst critics would not argue about the first two| but some8 
while admitting that The Hamlet is a good books believe its 
scope: ls: insuffieient to entitle, it to equal rank with the 
other:twoo The reason such argument might ensue is that the 
work is deceptively simpleo As sueh it has in . it the .qual
ities that made Mark Twain:8 s books great books e In The '
.Hamlet the language is. virtually''free from pocks; and the 
structureg in spite,of Cowley’s remarks8 has a unity that . 
would not permit the. slightest:change without spoiling the ' 
total effects.,: , .  ' - -
1 i. -..But Faulkner is not yet finished0 Tomorrow he might 
publish a novel that ,would be entirely different in both 
style and‘“technlqu@i for he is .unafraid to explore new areas®. 
Naturallyg .attempting much9 he has failed in a good deal0 
But If he,has failed in some minor aspects (the combining of 
words in Pylon is a good example}9 he has succeeded in a 
good many more® He has the healthy realization^ as Trilling; 
pointed out s that the human being is hopelessly complexs
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that there is no simplified solution to any problem which 
really,matters* Such eomplexity demands a vigorous language 
and varied techniques 0 .Faulkner , has 'both* ■ Among living 
ABefi'ean novelists Faulkner is o n e of the few who have 
ereated what "deserves9 in the true sense of the word, to 
be’.vOalled ,gAmeriean lit@rature,e re _ .v . ; ■
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